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ABSTRACT

The purpose

of this thesis is to examine the function of the female

characters in three of Shakespearets early plays - The Two Gentl-emen of
Verona, Love's Labour's Lost, and Richard ITI.

Tt will focus

particularly on the way in which Shakespeare presents a critique of the
conventional stereotvpe of woman. Because of the limitations of the
rol-e into which their society casts them, the female characters of
these three plays assume the role of understanders and interpreters of

action and character, and thus exert control over the response of the
audience. They become significant structural mechanisms in each of
these plays - a function we may term "dramatic" in the largest sense of

the word.
The introductory chapter will- deal- \,'¿ith the general trends in

critical

approaches to Shakespeare's female characters. The assumption

of traditionaf critics has been that the

vüomen

are of peripheral

interest because of their marginal involvement in the working-out of
the plot, or at best worthy of examination as moral exemplars only.
Modern feminist critics

have tended to maintain the interest of their

nineteenth-century predecessors in the female characters as personali-

tìes hv shiffino their foerrs from traditional moral virtues to such
values as assertiveness, but in dealing with the functions of the
female characters, they draw conclusions largely unv/arranted by the

text.

The apparent contradiction between the femal-e characters'

severely limited sphere of action and their effect on the audience,

ii
which has been demonstrated
which suggests a power greater than that
The role of
within the world of the PfaY' however' is not insoluble-

but
in these early plays is that of the passive stereotYPe,
to scrutinY and to make
Shakespeare is able to subject the stereotype

the

women

it serve a dramatic Purpose'
The following chapters (IÏ'

IÏf'

ÏV) will examine the relationship

between the female characters, role limitations

and their dramatic

function,betweentheirrestrictedpowerstoactandtheirdevelopment
ofaperceptiveandforcefullyexpressedanalysisoftheactionandthe
Labour's LOst'
other characters, in The Two Gentlemen of verona, Love's
and Richard IIr.

Tn each of these three early ptays' the

v/omen

presentbywhattheydoorwhattheysayastandardaccordingtowhich
theaudiencemustmeasurethemaleprotagonists,whiletheirmore
the world of the
dístanced perspective on the action unfolding within
playenlargestheaudience'sunderstandingandshapesitsperceptionof
thedesignoftheplay.Theconclusionwillconsiderthedevelopment'
presentation of
over the course of these three prays, of shakespeare's
the women,s capacity for a more encompassing, and frequently
realistic,

vision of their society'

more

CFIAPTER

.f

TNTRODUCTION

critics

have traditionally

ignored the role of the female charac-

ters in shakespeare's plays because of the women's inability to affect
the development of the action, as if action were the whole of the
dramatic presentation.

Evidence of the general failure to deal

adequately with this large group of characters can be found not only in

the scarcity of articles and full-length studies devoted to an examination of Shakespeare's female characters' or in the few lines usually
accorded them in any consideration of a particular Pfay, but as well in

the unsatisfactory conclusions frequently reached by those critics who
- ostensibly at least - open the topic for discussion. Frank Harris,
for example, in The Vüomen in Shakespeare (f9f1), criticizes as
inadequate "the tafkative princess and her maidens in Lovers Labour's
Lost", and maintains that "the innumerable duchesses and great ladies
of the early historical plays are all just as wooden, mere
l

marionettes".t
life-Iike

Harris is clearly concerned lvith the presentation of

characters in these plays - a concern whích is illuminated by

his fundamentaf assumption that the stages of shakespeare's depiction
of women are controlled by the playwright's personal- experiences - and
his biographical approach to the stud'y of the female characters is'
furthermore,colouredbyhispreconceptionsaboutthenatureofwoment
which effectively close his eyes to the significance and vitality of

the Princess

and

The critical

her fadies, or of the two queens in Richard fII.
errors of Harris's study are unfortunately repeated
are misfed by their

in later works; on the one hand, critics

o\^ln views

of women's role in society - where they consider it a subject worthy of
study at all - and on the other, they tend to associate Shakespeare's
treatment of

women

women, towards

on stage with a more generaf attitude towards

love, or towards sexual relationships.2

popular stereotypes on critical

,h" effect of

vision can be discerned as late

as

Sargent's discussion of The Two Gentl-emen of Verona' despite the fact

that his analysis of Shakespeare's sources is in general both openminded and perceptive.

He is particularly

interested in the influence

of the story of Felix and Felismena, in the Diana Enamorada of
Montemayor, which is "told by the injured

\^7oman

herself, with

a

thoroughly feminine point of view",3.nd goes on to suggest that

In Montemayor, Shakespeare found ample source
material both for Julia's bold conduct and
for the development of her inner responses
as a heroine of a romantic drama. In fact,
it is possible that one of the factors which
commended this tale to Shakespeare was its
relatively rich portrayal of the psychological
states of the heroine.4
Nevertheless, Sargent defines the thoroughly feminine point of view,
which he assumes operates as a liberating force for the dramatist, in

a particular and restrictive

the

women

way, tending to measure the actions of

against his own standards of feminine behaviour, rather than

to examine their function in the play.

Thus, in his consideration of

the play's concl-usion, he judges that "The silence of Silvia at this
tr

point is untrue to feminine behaviour, and a major dramatic lapse",-

and describes the finat actions in this way:

At this point, Valentine and Silvia have
played their parts. Now again Proteus has
a decision to make. But immediately Shakespeare
brings in the warmth of the feminine touch
Julia, bold but pathetic, lacking the sterner
stuff and rigid confidence of Valentine and
Silvia, by nature or design' s\^Ioons at the
offer of Silvia to Proteus.o
One may

counter Sargent's conclusions about Silvia's silence with Berry's

assert.ion that Shakespeare here demonstrates his infallibly

good taste'

by distancing the vlomen frorn the young men's "Big Production" of
remorse and forgiverr"ss.'

Julia's faint, like Silvia's silence, is

indeed an embiem of women's powerlessness in the world of The
Gentlemen, but her earlier activity
comment on

in the play makes an important

the action of both young men,

favour of what the critic

Two

and. should

not be dismissed in

feels is more typically feminine behaviour.

A more encouraging note can be found earlier in lr{ackenzie's
Vlomen

The

in Shakespeare's Pl-ays (l-924), which opens with a clear-sighted

analysis of the shortcomings of previous studies of Shakespeare's
female characters:

in the nineteenth century as in the eighteenth,
the opinions of women upon themselves were
derived in the main not from their own direct
observation of the subject, but from the
attitude towards it of the opposite and more
articufate sex...whether cofourj-ng their
minds hy the insidious influence of suggestion
or the more overt but more turbid one of
contra-suggestion. I
Mackenzie's examination of the Shakespearean canon is unquestionably
more enlightened. Nevertheless, her premise, that

pre-Puritan

4

Renaissance \^/omen could be found sharing life

fully and influencing it

profoundly, although viewing it from another angle than the masculine
perspective more commonly reflected in l-iterature, introduces a central
confusion between women's expression of an alternate vision and theír
po\Á/er to inffuence the course of events. Her general evaluation of the

significance of the female characters in the working-out of

Shakespeare

plavs reflects this confusion:
there are few ptays of his where the women
are not conspicuous in the determining of
the solution, whether happy or unfortunate:
none, save Richard II, in which their relation to ttie general action is not made of
considerable importance. It is in these
points' as a rule, that he is interested,
rather than in the characters of the \'^/omen so
to speak in themselves, for generally he is
concent to draw them in a somewhat more
exLernal fashion than his men" 'he understood
his subject sufficíently to be aware^of his
own fimitations, and to be cautious'v
The relation of the female characters to the actíon is important' but

their perspective on it is not automatically to be equated with a role
in determining the solution"
Mackenzie's focus on the female characters, furthermore, is

diffused by the rationale behind it, that such an examination is
important because relations between the sexes are interesting, complex,
and universal, and by the extensive scope of her intended study:

the literary treatment of the women characters
in Shakespearets urork, and the growth and
change of his artistic attitude towards them
and towards their specific share in the
actions and endurances of tife - of human
life that is both men's and womenr"'lO

I

s

5

function of
once again, the examination of the actions and dramatic
establishment of
shakespeare,s female characters is neglected for Èhe
attitud'e on the part of the dramatist and for a study

a

vaguely-defined

of the effects of

women

for example, that The

on the male characters. Mackenzie maintains'

Two Gentlemen

of verona and Love's Labourrs Lost

are courtly comedy, and the feminine element
in them is r'¡hat makes the play; the feminine
el-ement, not the women, fot they are in the
main no more than motivation''Ïtisnotsurprising,then,thatsheunder-ratestheimportanceofthe
the ironic
female characters in the action of both plays' ignoring
their speeches and participation make on the emotions
not one of
an. reactions of the men. As wel1, SuCh comments as that
rnroman"rl2 trrd h"t
the women in Richard ïrr ,,has much personarity as a
conEnentary which

preferenceforthesprightly,demurelymischievousbuthonourable
l?
suggest
Sil-via over Julia' "the incarnation of romantic devotiorl" '
thatdespiteherinitialcautionMackenziehasfaltenpreytothe
role models,
traditíonal temptation to judge women aS persoflalities or
secondaryinimportancetothemalecharacterstheyinspiretoaction.
This bias is produced in part by the confusion between "personBlack
ality" and "character" in the criticism of drama' Michael

discussesthisproblem,inanarticleentitled,.characterin
criticism prevalent
shakespeare" (:1974), in his comment on the type of
early in the twentieth centurY:
"Character" turned out to be fixed: a stew of
qualities, not a growing or degenerating
organism; a set of remarks, not an individual
voice. 14

o

He goes on

to discuss the effects of critics

l-ike Leavis and Knight

on

the re-introduction of the id.ea of organic form and the emergence of the
notion that plot and character exist only as a balance of response on
the part of the reader or spectator. The unfortunate result, as he sees
to fade in
.:+ f,Þ
ì ^ f1â5+
Äi
u!Þu ô+inctions betvteen the elements of drama begin
ÇIIqL
ILr
the attempt to find an overall "meaningi", and that the characters tend
to "stand for" something other than what they are, and what they are
experienced as being by the audience of any particular play.

Black

nevertheless feels that these are not unreal notionsr and that they need
only to be sharpened and made serviceable - a process which seems novi to
have been encouraged by recent critical- developments, in the examination

of Shakespeare's language and in the study of theatrical productions of
his work.
studies of the various productions of shakespearean plays have
enriched many modern criticsr understanding and consciousness of dramatic
techniques, as distinct from titerary devices' and have been indirectly
responsible for some interesting, though generally incidental, lights

cast on the functions of Shakespearets female characters' Champion's
notion of "comic pointers", which forms an important element of his
study in The Evolution of shakespeare's comedy: A study in Dramatic

Perspective (1970), but which is weakest in its faifure to acknowledge
that the female characters function as significant forces in the plays'
is picked up and expanded by Bilton, in commentary and control in
ShakeSpeare's Pfays (1.g74), an examination which includes the histories
and the tragedies as welf as the comedies. His focus in this study is
on

one aspect of Shakespeare's shaping of
audience response: his use of characters who
seem to be intermediaries, in that they
comment on the action or even control it-]f,
The tvro aspects of this role can of course be distinguished from each

other, as they are in the case of the female characters, and Bilton is
sensiÈive to the unique relationship with the audience which the

women

are able to develop because of their lack of concrete power within the
worlds of the various plays.

In Richaqd II!,

The Two Gentl-emen of

Verona, and Love's Labour's Lost, they are Seen aS conìmenting on the

actions of the major

mal-e

characters, controlling audience response to

the experience of the plays, and controlling the development of the
play in a way which is distinct from the power the

men

exert in their

actions, but often more effectíve from the spectatorts perspective.

The

reader interested in the function of Shakespeare's female characters
can only wish that Bitton's study \¡tere more intensive, for the wide
scope of his study means that the comments on individual characters are

retatively brief, and that no attempt can be

made

to determine why

particular groups of characters are able to operate dramatically

as

controll-ers and cornmentators.
!ùith the current increase in feminist criticism,

it is inevítable

that the female characters of Shakespeare's plays should become a
focus of critical

inevitable that

ne\¡/

study. unfortunately, it is perhaps no less
some

of the work produced - ostensibly from

an

examination of these characters - has been misguided by the attempt to
make

of Shakespeare a dramatist ahead of his time in his attítude

towards women, one of the first

on the bandwagon of liberation,

so to

ö

speak. Barbara

Bel-l-ow Watson charges

that feminist critics have tended

to ignore the text;r6 in shakespeare studi-es this has 1ed to a neglect
of the dramatic operation of the female characters within the play,

and

to an isolation of their characteristics as evidence of a broad-minded
understanding of \¡/omen's capacities on the part of the dramatist.
These failures of critical

femínist views of

women

method, ironically,

link

some modern

in Shakespeare to the popular nineteenth-century

character sketches of "Shakespeare's heroines"; both approaches are
weakened

by the impossibte attempt to serve two masters' formal

criticism on the one hand and ideology or morality on the other.
nothing new, then, to encounter difficulties

It is

in dealing with Shakespeare's

female characters, even when individual- critics

have been willing to

give them more than the perfunctory glance usually offered by traditional
mal-e

critics,

who, as Carofe McKewin points out in a recent review of

feminist criticj-sm and the needs it serves, have too often ignored the
complexity of the female characters in favour of simplistic or super-

ficial

¡udgm"nts.17

If the assumption

made

by traditional critics,

then, is that

Shakespearets female characters are of peripheral interest' because of

their marginal involvement in the working-out of the plot, or at best
worthy of study as mora1 exempla only, feminist critics have tended to
maintain the interest of their nineteenth-century predecessors in the
characters as personal-itieé, by shifting their focus from moral virtues

to such modern values as assertiveness; in dealing with the function of
the female characters in the p1ays, they draw conclusions largely
unwarranted by the women's admittedly restricted roles.

Clara Claiborne

Park, for example, who recognizes that "whoever and wherever they are'
the sphere of action ... lshakespeare] ... allows his

women

is severely

limited" rt' is yet provoked by her desire to find acceptalrle rol-e models
for

women

in the classics to maintain that
catches his imagination...is a young
\¡/oman...who, by her energy, wit, and readiness
to give as good as she gets, successfully
demonstrates her a-irility to control events
in the world around her, not excluding the
Vühat

of

men.19

thus

seems

\.^/orld

The difficulty

to arise from the conflict between the

femal-e

characters I severely l-imited sphere of action and their effect on the

audience, which suggests a power greater than that which has been
demonstrated within the world of the play itself.

Over-compensation for

the neglect and bias of the past is a very real danger, and it is the
concern for political

statement about the nature and role of

which mars the recent fult-length

\,\tomen

study of Shakespeare's female

characters by Juliet DusinbeTre, Shakespeare and the Nature of

Women

(1975). Furthermore, Dusinberre, in her attempt to cover social
history and dramatic concerns from the Elizabethan to the Restoration
eras, fails to

come

to terms with the individual plays and the parti-

cular female characters. As Anne Barton, in her review of the work in
the Tímes LÍterary Supplement, points out:
Much of the book reads like a random anthology
of speeches by and about \^/omen in Elizabethan
concern for their precise
drama with little
sense and. function.
f rnl l-ra r-r,r{-h i s that attitudes
towards
...Lrl¿¡v

in the plays of the public theatres
are simply not monolithic and feminist in
the way this book pretends.20

women

10

Shakespeare and the Nature of Women is perhaps most valuable in

the issues it raisest although Dusinberrers "interpretation of social21
history totters on overoptimistic assumptiorls"r-t her attempt to place
Shakespearean d.rama in its historical background is a provocative one:

it is a clichó to say that the Renaissance
was a period of intense questioning of many

orthodoxies - from Copernicus' to Luther, to
Machiavelli. It would have been strange if
attitudes to women has escaped, especially as
the way societies think about and treat
women is often a means of measuring how
civil-ized they are.22

An attempt to determine something about women's position in Shakespeare's

world

seems

v¡orthwhile, for his dramatic treatment of

women

must have

grown from the influence of conventionaf stereotypes and realities

on

a

mind clearly interested in other areas in the playing off of appearance,

il_lusion, and convention against the reality of existence and,
particularly

in the comedies, of social relationships.

McKewin comments

'l-h:f

Dunisberre develops an important trend in
... [feminist] ...criticism when she insists
that Renaissance drama questions the illusions
surrounding \^¡omen I s nature . The use of
stereotypes in the dramatj-c reafization of
feminine character - the images of the \^/oman
in the man's mind which may comically or
tragically jar with the reality - may be the
most fertile ground of inquiry which feminist

critics

are cultivating23,

and she further guotes from a seminar presented by Carolyn Ruth Swift
Le.nz

to the effect that:
The feminists show us that Shakespeare
frequently used society's stereotlped

11

attitudes towards \^romen to emphasize dramatic
conflict at the same time that the action of
the play denies the truth of the stereotype.24
Lenzrs point is relevant to the rel-ationship between the two main
groups of characters in The Two Gentl-emen of Verona and Love's Labourrs

Lost. while Richard III's

comments on what he

believes to be the

typically feminine behaviour of Anne and El-izabeth provide an incidental
light on his character and the transition of his fortunes. !ühile the
expression of conventional attitudes, contradicted by the personalities

of the female characters,

may

be used to emphasize dramatic conflict,

these three plays rather subject the stereotype to scrutiny
than deny its truth.

The power of the conventional stereotype is, in

fact, never deni-ed - each group of

women

is restricted in its capacity

for action - but it is illuminated bv the dramatic function it is

made

to serve.
Dusinberrets hypothesis, that the Renaissance saw the questioning

of womants nature and rol-e as of many other issues, would
sound one in the light of the political-,

seem

to be

a

educational, and economic

developments documented in the works of Stenton, Pearson, and wright.25

Stenton concfudes her discussion of the English

century with the observation that

women

\^/oman

were "stil-l

ín the sixteenth

in subjection.

both in law and theory, but in fact they".. lwere] ...confounding those
)6

The controversy which raged over such

who would keep them

there."-"

issues as a

place in the family and society, her virtue,

\^7oman's

)'7

and

the state and existence of her soul reflects this situation,-'

but

also suggests, although Dusinberre neglects this possibility,

that

questioning of conventional assumptions and stereotypes does not

a

L2

necessarily mean their overturning, and that a close examination of the

literature of the period ís essential to measure the effect of this
controversy. Beside the fact that Elizabeth herself invited comparison
to her father, Henry VIII,28 fot example, must be set the observation
that the rheLoric of praise celebrates the conventionaf virtues of
beauty and chastity:

Spenser's Gloriana is called a "Goddesse heavenly

bright, / Mírror of grace and majestie divine, ,/ Great Ladie of the
qreâtest Isle" --29
The Renaissance controversy about the nature of women appears as

the culmination of the dominant attitudes towards

women

held in the

Middle Ages, which Hanning defines in his article on Chaucer's treatment

of the roles

\¡romen

plav:

In broadest terms, the high medieval image of
theoretical construct often much
qualified by pragmatic or customary considerations in a given time or place) yoked together
tvio apparently irreconcilal¡le contraries " On
the one hand, \,voman is the emblem of al-l man's
striving for self-perfection and selffulfillment - for his "joye and solas", in the
words of Geoffrey Chaucer. on the other hand,
she is man's temptress, the cause of his l-oss
of sel-f-control, freedom, and happiness.30

women (a

He goes on

to discuss this dichotomy in terms of the orthodox religious

responses to the figures of Eve and the Virgin Maryf and to conclude

that:
Theological reconcil-ation aside, however, the
existence of equally strong impulses to idealize
(4y") and to stigimatize (!vq) \¡toman remains a
defining characteristic of medieval culture.
Both impulses, of course, effectively dehumanize
their object, and they suggest that a basic

J.J

inability to confront woman as person and
individual was endemic to that culture.3l
Hanning's concl-usion about these apparently contradictory traditions

the

common

and

source from which they spring is an important one, and it is

of course re1evant as well to literature of periods other than the
Middle Ages.
These two trends in medievaf attitudes are clearly reflected and

developed in Renaissance popular literature

from the courtly love tradition,

- in the sonnets which

grow

on the one hand, and, on the other, in

the misogynist pamphlets which drew a resounding response from defenders
of noble

womanhood and from \¡romen

themselves. Kelso comments that

it took the middl-e ages to produce the
phenomenon called the war of the sexes, in
which, at its height in the sixteenth
century, recognized traducers and champions
charged and countercharged, often changing
sides^and even fighting on both sides at
once. Jz

Kahin confirms this evaluation. Her article on two of the figures

participating in the controversy - Jane Anger and John Lyly - begins
with the observation that:
Elizabethfs England, like France of the
fifteenth century, was the stage for a
heated literary debate. In this paper
quarrel some of the protagonists spattered
the female sex with scurril-ous invectives,
while others showered them with extravagant
praise. Occasionally men like John Lyly'
with charming adaptalrility, wrote on both
sides of the question.rr
Her conclusion probes the rationale behind Lyly's apparent change in

I4

opinion concerning the nature of

women:

In the t\^/o years between the first printing
of the defamatory Cooling Card and the
publication of Euphues and His Eng]and in
1580, Lyly had learned that a politic writer
living in Efizabethts England wrote in favour
of her sex, not against it. lndeed no one
was quicker than he to sense the growing
importance of the l-adies on whose toes he
had so heedl-essly trod, to realize that
women as rulers, read.ers, patronesses, and
moulders of public opinon were figures to
be seriously considered and gently handled-34
Two

things are significant in this judgment on Lyly's reasons for

changing sides in the controversy; first,

that women's importance in his

society has increased to the point at which a writer could no longer
take up the battle for dispraise or misogyny lightty,

and secondly,

although Kahin does not draw this conclusion, that the "extravagant

praise" which countered the attack on

women \¡/as

as incapable of dealing

with the real issue of womenrs nature and roles in society as were the
"scurrilous invectives" against the sex. An individuaf

woma¡r

is neither

Eve nor Mary, to use Hanningrs categories, although the persistence of

such figures as the shrew, the garrulous ofd woman, and the beautiful
and virtuous maiden in al-l- forms of literature

perpetuated the belief

that the whole sex could be fitted into a relatively small number of
convenient categories.
Ruth Kelso's examination of Renaissance documents, in order to

determine the ideal- towards which a

this tendency in those who defend

woman was

women

expected to work, reveals

against their attackers.

moral ideal for a woman, she concludes, is essentially Christian,

The
and

focuses on the suppressÍon and negation of self in chastity, humility'

15

pietyf

and patience ín suffering; the moraf ideal for a man is

essentially pagan, and centres around self-expansion and the realization
of all his powers. The Faerie

Queene

of course, illustrates

Kelso's

hypothesis; its over-a11 emphasis is on magnificence, or magnanimity,
represented in the person of King Arthur, and directed towards the glory
presented in Elizabeth,or Gloriana. of the six books, only the third,

dealing with the private and Christian virtue of chasitityr centres
around a heroine, and the virtues which the heroes of the other books

present are predominantly public, according to Spenser's gleneral aim

"to fashion a gentleman or noble person in vertuous and gentle
dLscr-pl.rne.

?Ã
..JJ

"

The two attitudes towards v/omen which the Renaissance inherited

from the Middle Ages can as

\^/e11

be found in Shakespeare's plays, but

a stríking feature of The Tro Gertlemer of Verona and Love's Labourrs
Lost is that the expression of these conventional sentiments is put into
the mouths of characters already suspect for their over-eager

and

roles and codes of conduct. In

unquestioning acceptance of artificiaf

both of these early comedies, the major

mal-e

characters regard

women

various times as objects of veneration * to be placed on a pedestal
thence disregarded - and as sexuaf objects or as temptresses.

at

and

The

aÈtitude of the men in these plays to their female counterparts thus
provides an indox to thcir characters, as indeed Richard ITTrs evalu-

ation of

Queen

woman" and

Elizabeth as a "Relenting fool and shallow, changing

his use of the two

vùomen

he courts as political

tool-s reveal

the narro\^/ perspective which will- contribute to his downfalf.
the important functions of the

women

in Shal<cspea.l:c's carly

One

p.Lays,

of

t6

then, is to provoke revel-atory

comments

by the major male characters'

and to inspire actions and emotions which originate, or further, the
development of the drama.
The women themselves, of course, present a disturbing refutation of

the feminine stereotype. Their general good sense and encompassing
vision of the action is particularly marked in contrast to the shortsightedness and sel-f-absorption of the men in all three of these early

nler¡q
r

yrq)¡

Tn :¿'rr:ent'ino the rest-rjctions which his society imposes upon

women, Shakespeare

is free to recognize and make dramatic use of the

special talents developed by a group límited in its power to act.
Kelso, citing a 1560 document of Gerolamo Capello on prudence as a virtue
of

women,

presents the rational-e behind his argument as a realization

of these special skills:
Dispute over the prudence of women arises'
said Capello, only if the coÍlmon opinion is
accepted that prudence consists wholly in
knowing how to find a plan ín some emergencyt
men being credited with naturaf ability to
act more quickly than women; but not to act so
wisely, he thought, since men 1ack the
subtlety that belongs to \'voments colder, less
active, but more penetrating, nature.36

In The

Two Gentlemen

of Verona, Lovers Labourrs LoSt, and Richard III,

the source of the female characters' Iess active "nature" is clearly
to be found in the restrictions which their socíety places on their
ability to act, and against which
El-izabeth so violently chafe
These restrictions

women

like

Queen Margaret and Queen

"

are emphasized in each of the plays" Julia

and Silvia are for the most part passive, free only to accept or

I7

rejeÇt their suitors, who in contrast have been able to make a choice
the
about their pursuits; the female characters in Richard III are at
mercy of the male characters who wield political

power' The circumstances

of Love,s La]¡our,s Lost epitOmize the women's restrictions, for the
princess and her lad.ies are effectively shut out of Navarre's court'
consequently, the female characters have for the most part no effect

on

theplotoftheplays-inTheTwoGentlemen,theinterplaybetweenthe
male and femare characters accomplishes nothing, and in the other early
in
dramas, only at the concl-usion are the women a]¡te to inf luence events
the world of the PlaY.
the
The rofe of the women in these early plays, therefore' is

passive stereotype. Despite this acceptance of the po\der of conventional-

roles,however,shakespeareneitherhailsthestereotypeofwomanhood.
aSanidealnoracceptsitwithoutquestion;theexpressionof
preconceived notions about the nature of women by the male characters is
in fact contradicted directly by the personal-ities and perception of
the women in the Play, and thus becomes a humourous comment on the men's
attitudes and limited perspective. what shakespeare does in these three
early plays is to subject the stereotype to scrutiny; the stereotype
is

to serve a dramatic purpose, and is thereby illuminated'
neither
The femal_e characters of shakespeare's plays are important

made

und'erstand'
because they are passively "good", as the victorians would

them, nor because they are aggressively self-assertive, as modern
feminists would have them¡ but because from the role they normally

play in society as Shakespeare
perspective on that society.

(.and we) know

Juliats

it they provide a useful

comments on

the extra consider-
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ation which her l_imitations necessitate explicitly associate women's
rofes as passive spectators with their accurate observation of the
action and the other characters, which leads in turn to the generally
more encompassing vision of the female characters in Shakespeare's
plays. while this relationship is primarily assumed in Love's Labour's
Lost,inwhichthePrincessandherfadiesreacttotheirexclusion
from the men,s sphere, in Richard III the fema]e characters sel-fvocal
consciously comment on the motivation and effectiveness of their
opposition to the protagonist, and thus make clear the retationship

of a
between their restricted powers to act and the development
perceptiveandforcefullyexpressed'analysísoftheaction.Unableto
gain a wider
become immediately involved in the action, the $/omen
perspective on the play's development, and they thus assume the role of
of these
understander and interpreter of character and action' In each

three early plays, they present by what they do or what they say a
protagonists,
standard according to which the audience must measure the
while their distanced and perceptive vision of the action unfolding
wíthintheworldoftheplayiseffectiveinshapingtheaudience's
perceptionofthedesignoftheplay;thecontrolwhichthefemale
in
characters exerc over the Ïesponse of the audience is thus founded
Because they
shakespeare,s iflumination of the conventional stereotype'
are limited in their po\^7ers to control plot, shakespearets female

plays - a
characters become significant structural mechanisms in these
function we may term "dramatic" in the largest sense of the word' for
they exert control over the response of the audience to the characfers
and events within the more limited world of the ptay'
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CHAPTER TT

THE Tü]O GENTLEMEN OF VERONA

Muchcriticalworkhasbeendevotedtoconsideringtheapplicability
The Two
of Renaissance codes of rove and friendship to the issues of
in general' provoked
Gentl-emen of Verona; such speculations have been'
byadesiretojustifytheawkwardnessoftheplay'sconcludingscene'
the woman he loves
and particularly of Valentine's willingness to offer
toatreacherousfriendbutnewlyrepentant.Thecodesoffriendship
are thus
and love, while idealty compatible and mutually reinforcing,
seen as susceptible to conflicting

claims, and valentine's actions are

explainedinavarietyofwaysinordertoprovethatTheTwoGentlemen
such a focus on the play
concludes with a satisfying reconciliation.r
valentine
usually follows the development of the two male protagonists,
which is variouslyt
and proteus, as a progression towards the perfection

play.
and incompletely, defined throughout the course of the

Never-

minor
theless, it neglects the dramatic importance of two c]usters of
but often
characters - the servants and the women - who have distinct

comparablerolestoplay.Thespeechesandactionsofthesetwogroups,
giventhesignificanceoftheirre]-ationshipstotheprotagonists'
so that the
widen the audiencers perspective on The T\¡¡o Gentlemen,
larger issues of
friendship.

human conduct subsume

the rival claims of love

and

The cornments of these characters, and most particularly
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the women, control the response of the audience to the actions

and

development of the protagonists, and qualify its judgment on the two
TLTSII.

It may well be, as Quiller-Couch and Wilson maintain, in the
introduction to their edition of the play' that
The Two Gentlemen would seem to be the earl-iest
play in which Shakespeare turned from
construction - that idot of artistic beginners

- co weld character into his Plotr2

and that Shakespeare is able to work most happily on those characters

least tied to the exigencies of the plot.

The main male characters are

restricted by Èhe requirements of the plot and the importance of their
behaviour to its d.evelopment, as well- as by the roles which they
themselves choose to pIay, but the minor characters of The T\ro Gentl-emen

- and the

women

- serve an invaluable function in commenting on the

self-conscious and conventional- conduct of Valentine and Proteus, the
courtly lovers, and in assisting the audience to maintain the necessary
ironic distance from the central characters. Bilton, in his analysis
of Shakespearets uge of "comic pointers", discusseS the way in which
Jufia,s disguise provides her with a sense of distance from the
action in which she is of course involved, and points out the effect
of this distance on heï dramatic function; Julia, he maintaíns,
is the first

of Shakespeare's many women who
d.isguise themselves as men. She is thus
enabfed to be on stage incognita, and
establ-ishes a private line of communication
with the audience Èhrough frequent asides-3
Silvia, whose invol-vement in the events of The lwo Gentlemen

j.s

2I

limited by the stereotype into which she is cast' is yet able to serve
as a touchstone against which the audience may measure the men, through

her dignity, intelligence, and fidelity.

Thus, while the use of the

servants in this play as "comic pointers" has been criticized because

they are not fully integrated in the plot, and because even their
peripheral involvement is largely absent in the second half of the play,
the femal-e characters of The

Two Gentlemen

are able to usurp their

functions as coÍImentators on the action and other characters.
\^roments

The

significance as the objects of the men's desires and their

po\¡rerlessness to affect the devel-opment of the action combine to create

an effective dramatic mechanism, and it is through the speeches

and

behaviour of the female characters that the audience ' s perspective on

the issues of The Ttro Gentlemen is widened and its responses to the

mal-e

protagonists and the action of the play controlled'
Antonio speaks early in the play of the education which he hopes

his son Proteus will receive along with Vatentine at "the Emperor's
4
courtrt,* and both young men themselves speak of the honour to be gained

through travel and worfdly experience. The range of activity for the
two gentlemen is clearly much broader than the scope allowed the

femal-e

charactersf who are restricted to the role of adored mistress, but
either manrs very freedom to act operates against his considering
seriously his role, identity,

and behaviour. The men's characters are

conveyed early in The Two Gentlemen, and little

that happens as a

result of their desires and motivations comes as a surprise change or "education" has taken place.

no

The Verbal- swordplay which

occupies their attention for much of the first

scene i5 conventional in
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its metaphors and in its reliance on inherited wisdom, while its
superficiality is reveafed in the abrupt dissolution of the tension
which has apparently produced the conflict.

The disagreement disappears

as valentine admits, after his attack on Proteusts conventional
behaviour as a lover, that

love still, and thrive
therein,
Even as I woufd, when I to love begin'
(r.i.e-10)
...since thou lov'st,

valentine has merely chosen another conventional role, that of the
and tutortd in the world" (r'iii'21)
\z^rrnñ
f v u¿¡Y J-rar¡ellcr eager to be "tried
who wants

rather
To see the wonders of the world

a-l¡road

Than (livíng dully stuggardis'd at home)
Wear out thv youth with shapeless idleness'
(I.l-.b-öJ

The speeches of the two young men suggest that valentine, when he turns

to love, will act out the part as thoroughly as does Proteus' and the
suggestion prepares for the suddenness of his conversion on viewing

Silvia.

Proteus, meanwhile, inadvertently picks up the idea of

shapelessness with which his friend has reinforced the implications of

his

name

to define the distinction between the courses of action the

two have chosen:
He after honour hunts, I after love;
He leaves his friends, to dignify them more;
I leave myself, my friends, and all' fot love:
Thou, Julia, thou hast metamorphos'd me

(r.i.63-6)

'
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BothvalentineandProteusareclearlycommitÈedtorole-playing'and
the l-ists whích Valentine and the servant speed provide of the lover's
features serve to emphasize the external standard's to which they
idea
are conforming; Proteus goes beyond the assumption of a role to the

common

ofchangeinthepersonbehindthefamiliarappearanceofthelover,
the idea of
and, as in his comment that "I amnotLove" (I'i'38)'

a

disparity between roles and reality is introduced'
ThequestionofidentityisraisedrepeatedlyinProteus'slater
justificationsofhisinfidelity,andinVa]-entine'sreactiontobeing
love'
banished from the presence of his mistress. clearly, to be in
in the terms of this early romantic comedy, is to be unsure of one.s
identíty beyond the facile acceptance of the behaviour and appearance
traditionally

associated with a lover.

The men have a certain degree

of freedom, both of choice and movement, within their roles, but the
apparentlygreatertibertywhichtheyenjoyproducesonlyanunthinking
acceptance of conventional behaviour, and an absence of any consideration
of the relationship between character. motivation, and role'

The

apparentlackofconflictproducesafafsesecurity;suggestionsofthe
problemwhichwillarisefromthemen'sfailuretocontemplatesuch
which
issues as identity and motivation are contained in the few lines
proteus addresses to himself in the first

scene - lines concerned with

and
the conflicting ambitions he and valentine represent respectivefy'
indicative of a dichotomy within his character' in their description

of the il_l effects which falling in love has had on his worldly attributes and rePutation:
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Thou, Julia, thou hast metamorphos'd me;
Made me neglect my studies, lose my time,
War with good counsel, set the world at naught;
Made wit with musing weak, heart sick with thought'

(r.i.66-9)
This suggestion of an unresol-ved conflict underlying Proteusrs

assump-

tion of the role of a fover is picked up in the final fines of Act I,
in which his reluctance to undertake the journey his father

commands

is qualified by his acknowledgement that "my heart accords thereto"
(I.iii.9o).

Parental- opposition, in this case, is but a dramatization

of the complications of Proteus's own conflicting desires, and it is
thus appropriate that his own attempt to outwit antonio has been
responsible for the approaching separation from hís mistress. Despite

his assertions of devotion to Julia and to the role of a lover, then,
proteus reveals the essentiat instability

tions within the first

act of The

of his character and motiva-

Two Gentlemen.

The audience is as well provided with a wider perspective on the
mafe world of the Play, through such figures as Antonio, Panthino, and

the Duke, whose authority and values both young gentlemen acceptt the
val-ues of their society indicate the direction in which Valentine and

Proteus are heading in their unthinking acceptance of the choice of
rol-es it provides for them. Panthino's initial

inducement to Antonio

to send his son abroad is the challenge presented by the opinion of the
world - "Other men, of slender reputation, /
seek preferment out" (I.iíi.6^7)

Pu1-.

forth their sonst to

- and particularly by Valentine's

anticipated advancement in the Emperorrs court" That Antonio is

goaded

hw this aooeal to his owrì sense of honour. and hence operates according
Nf

to sel-f-interest and worldly reputation, is evident in the

announcement
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ofhisplanstoProteusrandintheinformationthat
!{hat maintenance-.. lvalentine] ' ' 'from his
friends receives,
Like exhibition thou shalt have from me'
(r.iii.66-9)
The emphasis which both men place on the appearance of honour and worth,

for which they compete with other men, is picked up by the younger
in Val-entine's attack on his rival,

men

Thurio:

You have an exchequer of \¡7ords, and' I think no

other treasure to give your followers; for it
appears by their bare liveries that they live
bY Your bare words(-Lr.av.5v-¿+¿)

Simi]ar concerns pervade the Duke's court, and Val-entine is rejected as
a ,,base intruder, overt/eening slave" (I1I.i.157) , in favour of the man
whom

Valentine admits is "rich and honourâble" (III.í.64),

while

silvía is threatened by the loss of what Lhe Duke considers his most
worthy gift:
Then let her beauty be her wedding-doweri
For me and my possessions she esteems not'
(III.L-

tó-Y)

Despite the earlier assertion that a young man will learn and

be

perfected through travel-, then, the scenes in Milan show a world not
unlike that of verona, a world similarly dominated by the values of
deceit, materialism, and self-interest.
Furthermore, it is clear that the two gentlemen themsefves are

being perfected only in their more thorough acceptance of these values'

while valentine has disdainfully announced to Proteus that the Duke
nrefcrs Thurio's suit "On1y for his possessíons are so huge" (IT'iv'I7L)
v!

e!v¡

hisadvicetotheDukeonhishypotheticafmistress,thatheshould
,,win her with gifts, if she respect not \¡/ords" (III-i-89) , indicates
his assumption of commercial values, as do the frequently material
metaphors of both young men's speeches. The implications of their
vocabulary are indicated in their competition concerning the relative

merits of their mistresses; as valentine and Proteus tell their
respective ,,tal-es of love" (If .iv.L2L) | the women' who are ostensibly
the source of praise and celebration, are effectively reduced to the
position of mere counters in a competition of wit and ego, objects to
beusedfortheman.spresentationofhimselfasa]-over:
...vlhY, man, she is mine own,
And T as rich in having such a jewel
As twenty seas I if all their sand were pearl '
The water nectar, and the rocks pure gold'
(

Ir

.

]-v. ro¿+- t )

Valentine's description of his metamorphosis has begun with a long
account of the effects of love on his character and behaviour ironicallYr he maintains that the "mighty Lotd / " 'hath so humbled
me,, (II.iv.13r-2) - whife it concludes with a demonstration of the
way in which the conventions of love, rather than his own desires

or those of the lady, determine his action:
My foolish rivat that her father likes
(only for his possessions are so huge)
Is gone with her along, and I must after,

For love, thou knowrst, is fuff of jealousy'
(rr.iv.170-3)

¿I

Valentine's sel-f-centredness, materialism, and conventional-ity are thus
put into action, and it is appropriate that Proteus, in his solil_oguy
after Valentine's exit, continues to present the

Èwo

mistresses merely

as sources for romantic posturing and sel-f-aggrandi-zement.
possibility

that "Valentinus' praise" (II.iv.

The

I92) has inspired his

new

love for Sil-via is reinforced by the vocabulary of his speech, which
denies the

women

any power as personal-ities; he describes his devotion

to Jul-ia as "a waxen image" (II.iv.197)

thawed by the immediate presence

of "a newer object" (II.iv.191) which is yet but a "pj-cture" (II.iv.205).
The frank hypocrisy of the young men's exaltation of their

mistresses is clear, as it is in Valentiners ad.vice on courtinq to the
Duke:

If she do chide, 'tis not to have you gone,
For why, the fools are mad, j-f left alone.
Take no repulse, whatever she doth say,
For rget you gone' she doth not mean 'awayl'
Flatter, and praise, commend, extol their gracesi
Though ne'er so black, sêy they have angelsr faces.
(

On

rrr . í .98-103

)

the basis of his own falseness, then, fully exposed to the audience

in this revealing conversation, Valentine expects the
the word.s and conduct of the

woman

same

duplicity in

being courted, and his attitude

prepares for Proteusts persistence in wooing the reluctant and eventual-ly
outraged Sil-via.
men say and what

The audiencets ardareness of the gap between what the

they really feel reaches a cl_imax with proteusts

attempted rape of Silvia, once he has discovered the boundaries of the

flattery both he and his friend employ:

2A

Nay, if the gentle spirit of moving words
Can no way change you to a milder form,
Ir11 woo you like a sol-dier, at armts end
And love you 'gainst the nature of love:

force ye.
(V.

iv.

55-8

)

Here Proteus inadvertently coÍments on the contrast between his

own

protean nature and Silviars steadfastness; the r¡/omen's fidelity

through-

out the play and in the face of great odds is thus not only,
Champion

as

points out, one of their primary virtues as personal-ities, but

as wel-l one of the character traits most consistentl-v used to measure

the conduct of the
The

mal-e

protagonists.

morality of The

Two Gentl-emen

is concerned primarily with this

dichotomy between appearance and reality,
romance, illusion,

which follov¡.

and its consid.eration of

and fol1y aflies this early comedy with the works

The servantsr practicality

and earthiness, parLicularly

half of the play. effectively counters the romantic

in the first

idealism of the young l-overs. The superficiality

of the opening d.ialogue

between Valentine and. Proteus, for example, ímmediately casts a doubt

on the sincerity of their emotions, and Speed then reduces the romantic
appeal of the conveying of love-letters between Proteus and Julia \^/ith

a sexual- pun - "rf the ground be over-charged, yoü were best stick her"
(I.i.99-100).

His repeated.

demand.s

to be paid emphasize the

commercial-

terms of the transaction, and he brings Julia hersel-f down to the
l-evel- by calling her "a l-aced mutton" (I.i.96) , a prostitute.

recalls Proteusrs final words in the first

same

One

scene in the same metaÞhor:

I fear my Julia will not deign my lines
Receiving them from such a worthless post.
(r.i.146-7)
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Speed

later turns the very terms of Valentine's criticism of Proteus

against the "metamorphosed" (II.i.29-30)

Vafentine himself, uses the

exaggerations of the romantic convention, ín his asides during Valentíne's
conversation with Silviaf to question its validity,

and points out the

bl_indness which the two friends share. While both Proteus and Vafentine

claim that the object of their desire is "a heavenly saint" (II.iv.LAO)
"Sovereígn to all the creatules on the earth" (II.iv.148),

and that

"She excel-s each mortal thing,/ upon the dulf earth dwel1ing" (rv'ii')

50-1), their servants' recognition and acceptance of "Eve's legacy"
(III.i.330)

in the

woman

they discuss further demonstrates the

limitations of the noblemen's perspective, and reinforces the
impression of a disjunction between reality and role-playing.
The servants thus function to undercut the effect of the young
gentfements declarationsf and to control- to a certain extent the

audience's awareness of the dichotomy between appearance and reality,
âq rlrêsent in the ments behaviour, but the standard of reality

is

presented by Julia, who can operate in this worl-d of poses most freely

by employing a disguise. As Berry points out, this technique is

one

which Shakespeare wíll continue to use and will- develop further:

the play's centre of sanity is placed
unequivocally with the women. Silvia ís
necessarity a sketch only, but Jul-ia is of
the line that produces Portia and violt.5
In Tweffth Night, a play which is al-so concerned with the theme of
illusion and deceit, and which concludes with a símíl-ar failure to
confront reality,

the disguise and movement of Viola closely dup-

licates that of her predecessor Julia, while her perception of the

|
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ufllruurçrEr
^rã\,r-Þ Äiffi^,11+iêq

Prqy

nrôbes fhe nature of character and role in order to

y¡v!

d.irect the audiencers understanding of the action:
Disguise, I see thou art a wickedness
Wherein the pregnant enemy does much.
How easy is it for the Proper false
In v/omen's hearts to set their formsl
A1as. our frailty is the cause, not we
For such as we are made, such we be-o
portia moves beyond the traditional

sphere of a woman's action not only

through disguise, but through the assumption of a mafe rofe in assigning
judg,ment, although here as welt the emphasis is placed on her limi-

tations:
in the only play besides As You Like It
where Shakespeare alfows a \^zoman's action to
control the outcome, Shakespeare makes sure
that Portia does not have her day in court
untif she has explicitly affirrned her
subordination to her husband-to-be - /
In each case, then, the
sphere of activity

movement

of the female characters into the

is framed by the men's determination of events

male

and

by the limitations of the female stereotypeDespite the freer movement allowed her by the disguise, Julia is
unable to alter the direction in which the mal-e protagonists are

leading the action - she cannot win Proteus for hersel-f or prevent
him from pursuing Silvia, and her powerlessness provides a critique of

the conventional female role.
Julia can initially

In contrast to the freedom of the

men,

choose only arnong a number of suitors in order to

play the role preordained for her, that of the passive. adored
mistress, while Silvia is as welf restricÈed to disguised acceptance of

JI

Valentine and defensive resistance to the two other fovers

whose

attentions are forced upon her. Silvia is even more thoroughly confined
to the conventional rol-e, but Julia's movement away from its restrictions only enabfes Proteus to use her disguise to further her
destruction, \,thile the fidelity
feature of the stereotype of

o\'{n

which Silvia d.isplays - an essential

womanhood

- enables her to serve as

a

touchstone against which the audience may measure the conduct of the
The women's restriction

function in The

Two

men-

from action has a further effect on their

Gentlemen. Whil-e the ments energy' once they have

chosen their roles with little

consideration of their motivations in

doing so, is directed outvrards, to action in the world, the lack of
freedom in the vromen's initial

situation turns them back into themselves

and into a more thorough contempl-ation of their natures and roles.

Thís introspection produces a degree of self-awareness lacking in the
mafe protagonists, but essential to character devel-opment and maturation;

the women's subsequent ability to accept the real-ity of their lovers'
imperfections. as revea]ed through the course of the Pfay, in itsel-f
casts an oblique reflection on the men's failure to develop signifi*
cantfy from the self-absorbed poseurs introduced in the first

scene.

The women's polter as personalities as well presents a refutation of the
young menrs reduction of their mistresses to objects for use in sel-f-

praise, and thus an implicit criticism of male attitudes.

It is

because of the consequences of their conventional limitations,

despite them, that the female characters of The

TWo

not

Gentlemen are abl-e

to firnction as dramatic mechanisms. The stereotype itself

provid'es

conmentary on the behaviour of the male plotagonists and serves to

a

5Z

enfarge and controt the audiencets perspective on the play.

1t is clearly important for the

women

of the early comedies, given

the nature of their worlds, to have a thorough understand'ing of the
rules of the romantic game before they enter into its action, and in
T\¡/o Gentlemen

this a\^iareness is closely related to the

introspection.

\¡7omen's

The

greater

Julia's sel-f-consciousness differs from Proteus's

rhetorical justifications

of his treachery or even Valentine's recogl-

nition that he has changed roles in that she alone recognizes the
limitations of such behaviour, and openly acknowledges its lack of
coherence with her true thoughts and. feelings.

Her discussion with

Lucetta all-ows the latter freedom to admit sensibly to the instinctive
and irrational

impulse to l-ove - "I have no other but a v/oman's reason:

/ I think him so, because T think him so" (r.ii.23-4)

- which stands

in opposition to the deceptively reasonable argument of the play's
opening scene and to the competition in which the two men debate the

rel-ative attractions of the two \domen. Jul-ia's soliloquy, which
foll-ows, is also marked by its coflìmon sense, as she comments ruefully
the difficufties

on

of a woman's rofe \,iithin the conventions of courtship:

...maíds, in modesty, say 'no' to that
lVhich they would have the profferer construe 'ay''
Fie, fie; how wayward is this foolish love,
That (like a testy babe) wil-l scratch the nurse,
And presently all humbled kiss the rod'l
¡ |
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Dusinberre points out that Julia here faces up to and expresses the
R

conflict between the rul-es of modesty and the inclinations of honesty,"
between the frown which she has taught her brow and the "inward joy"
(I.ii.63)

of her smiling heart.

In the scene which introduces her to

the audience, then, Jufia confronts the problem of romantic illusion
and it leads her to the eventual recognit.ion that

and reafity directly,

mind
trrre
modestv
is ìn l-ha
rrr¿:¿s t- nnt in out\¡/ard forms; her understanding of
erae
r ul
Lr qç
lrrvue

the waywardness of love leads as wel-l to her l-ater statement of the
central- complication of the plot - that "love should. be so contraryrl

(rv.iv.83).
'r.he ¡nnsc.rrrences

of ways in the first

of these reafizations are presented in a

nu¡nber

two acts of The Two Gentfemen. They produce

greater consistency betv¡een Julia's motivations and her speech

a

and

action, for even Proteus speaks of the integrity of her behaviour, in
his

comments on

her letter to him:

Sweet love, s\¡/eet lines, sweet l-ifel
Here is her hand, the agent of her heart;
Here is her oath for love, her honour's pawn.
(r.iii .4s-1)

This evaluation of the coherence between Jul-ia's hand and oath, in the
expression of her feelings, and her heart and honour' as symbols of her

character, strongly contrasts the uncertainty which Proteus feels about
his own emotions, and which the audience - partly through the very
standard of conduct which Jutia provides - begins to feel- a-bout his

declaration of love. Julia's integrity is stressed. again in her
decision to undertake a pilgrimage to her absent fover' as she and
Lucetta discuss the dichotomy between appearance and reality which is

implied by the donning of a disguise. Her choice of the dress of
well-reputed page" (II.vii.43)

is made ín order to "prevent / The loose

encounters of lascivious men" (II.vii.40-1)
she cares only that what she

"some

l^7ears

, fot beyond this concern

iS "meet, and is most mannerfy"

The fashion of her hair, in fact, becomes a visual

(II.vii.58).

parody of the young lover's conventional style and concern with the

external signs of his state:
knit it up in silken strings,
...I'fl
f{ith twenty odd-conceited true-love knots:
To be fantastic maY become a Youth
of greater time than I shal-l- show to be.
(11.V1-l-.43-ól

Her appearance, then, bears for Julia a significance far different from

the men's eagerness to conform to external standards; her disguise will
have a functional purpose and will- serve as well as a visual reminder of

the rofe she is self-consciously playing.
Julia's determination of the particular role and action she will
undertake is here again preceded by the confrontation of her internal

confl-icts, and she is accordingly freed from the dangers of instability
and infidelity

which beset the men as a result of their fail-ure to

evaluate accurately the implications of their roles and behaviour. Her
concern al¡out her hOnour, for example, is expressed in terms of

reputation, an external standard of conduct:
"..how will the world rePute me
For undertaking so unstaid a journey?
I fear me iÈ wilt make me scandalis'd.
( J-1

.Vl-l- . )v-ol-l

Through Lucetta's statement of the only safe al-ternative, however,

Jufia is able to establish her priorities

and to choose her pilgrimage

over the avoidance of infamy, with a full grasp of the possible
consequences

of her decision. The l-ikel-y opposition of the world
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s determination to

around her operates in this scene as did her sor:i

el.'v

cast her in the role of adored mistress, in The

Two Gentlemen's second

ÞUgI¡e

t

+^
Lq! ¡r Urulia back into herself for
UV +r1rñ

a

I

thorouqh consideration of

her nature and desires.
A more discerning vision is as well implied in Jufia's choice of

vocabulary, and what it reveals about her vafues. She uses the
commercial- terms

of the young men's speeches ironj-cally in receiving

Proteus's letter from Lucetta (I.ii.41)

"No\.rr,

by my modesty, a goodly brokerl"

- and the prevailing tone of her bantering with Lucetta here

indicates the superior awareness which both

\,vomen

share, and which

enalcles them to exptoit the disparity between the conventional rofes and

the reality of transactions between the lovers.

The values which JUU-a

herself uphotds are suggested indirectly in her decision to leave
goods, my landsr my reputation" (If.vii.87)

"My

at Lucetta's disposal while

she, unlike Proteus, is wil-ling to "set the wor]d at nought" (I.i.68)
to trave1 to her lover, in an action which anticipates Silvia's later
d.efiance of the Duke's wishes. It is thus appropriate that Julia's

fínal- words of farewell to Proteus have mixed the religious

and

commercial terms which suggest the two extremes between which the two
men move

in their attitudes towards love and its place in the wor]d.

Following the exchange of rings she asks that they "Seal- the bargain

with a holy kiss,' (TT.ii.6) , and her abi]ity to join the spiritual
fidalitw
-ì^-.i€-i^--^a ^f
!¿us¿r
LJ
v!
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w'i

t'h t.he values necessary to operate in the

world, in a consistent vision, contrasts the dichotomy evident in the
menrs speeches according to the role of their listener.
noi

nt i s

made

A similar

bv the fact that both Proteus and Jul-ia use the image of
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love's wings , for the contrasting purposes to which they would put this
assistance establishes the ironic light which her words cast on his

intentions:

she plans "to f1y, / ...to

perfection as Sir Proteus" (IT.vii.11-3),

one so dear, / of such divine

whíle his impatience

demands

swiftness in the accomplishment of his betrayal of friend and mistress.
The presentation of Si1via in the opening scene of Act If also

repeats the movement from the restrictions of a conventionaf stereotype

to an integration of character and behaviour within the limitations of
an assigned role.

Forced by the convention of feminine reserve, she

cannot respond openly to Valentine's offer of fove, but her adeptness

with the letter-trick

indicates that she, like Ju1ia, j-s able to work

within a restraining convention to express her emotions. Speed's praise
of the excellence of the device makes much the

same

kind of point about

her sel-f-consciousness, about the behaviour expected of her, and about
external- constraints in general:

For often have you writ to her, and she in modesty,
Or el-se for want of idle time, could not again
reply,
or fearing else some messenger, that might her mind
discover,
Herself hath tauqht her love himself to write unto
her lover.
(rr.i.155-8)

Valentine, of course, suffers in comparison to the intelligence

and

more complete awareness of his mistress; on the basis of Speed's

enumeration of the lover's features, one might suggest that he has so

thoroughly assumed the conventional stance - indicating by the
emphasis on tears, síghs, and solitude the hopelessness of his suit -

that he is unable to recognize the reality of Silvia's response to his
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the l-etter, nominally directed to Silvia's
"friend"' really, to Silvia, is most aptly
redirected to Valentine. For it is, in a
sense, \^Tritten to himself , to his personal
idol, not a real \¡/oman, Silvia. The letter
is a noncommunication, a monument to his
role-playing, that precisely foreshadows the
play's climax in which Silvia ceases
altogether to be. Sel-f-absorption, at alltimes, is the clue to Val-entine's conduct.9
Self-absorption has fed to Valentine's obtuseness about the l-etterdevice which Silvia employs; the episode anticipates the young men's
competition in praise of their mistresses, and the play's conclusion,

for in both cases Sil-via ceases again to be.
Speed's descríption of the two young lovers in this incident

plays with the discrepancy between appearance and reality,

and points to

the inversion which has taken place within the framework of the
stereotypes into which the lovers are cast by the courting situation:
My
He

master sues to her; and she hath taught

her suitor,
being her pupi1, to become her tutor.
( rr . i .130-1 )

Silvia has assumed temporary control over the d.irection of the suit
white maintaining the primarily responsive rofe of the mistress.

A

contrast similar to that presented by Julia and Proteus has been
estabtished for the en] ightenment of the audience: the

superior awareness of the

game which

\Â¡oman

reveals

is being played and an intelligent

ability to operate within its rules, while the

man

to probe beneath the superficial appearance of the

betrays his faifure
game and

of the

a
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conventional behaviour it assigns to him. That the v/omen's practicality

of the men's

and realism has no effect on the artificiality

game and

role-playing, however, is emphasized by the jr.rxtaposition of Sil-via's
appearance and comments with the ments dialogue on love and their

mistresses, and with the soliloquy in which Proteus's change in

affection, falseness to Julia, and hypocrisy in dealing with Valentine
is disclosed. The character traits which the

women

have dispfayed thus

far in the play contradict the maÌe attitude and implicitly

provide

a

wider perspective for the audience's evaluation of the two gentlemen.
The women themselves, once conscious of the serious implications

of the young men's false values and role-playing, go further to
criticize

the men's easy dismissal of the mistresses' significance.

seeking to justify

In

the betrayal of friend and loved one, Proteus asserts

the importance of self - "If I l-ose them, thus find I by their l-oss"
(If .vi.2O), because "I to myself

am

dearer than a friend." (II .vi.22)

and uses this notion to determine the position of the other characters

onlv in their relation to him:
I will forget that Jul-ia is alive,
Rememb'ríng that my love to her is dead
(II.vi .27-g)
His failure to confront rea]itv as he constructs a romantic artifice
around the centre of his own self-imaqe is dramatized as Proteus

disposes neatly of both Valentine and Julia in his attempt to overcome

Silvia's resistance to his suit:
f grant, sv¡eet love, that f díd love a lady,
But she is dead.
(

rv

.l_l_ .

rv¿-5

)
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I l-ikewise hear that Valentine is dead.
(rv.ii.109)
Silvia, however, insists on Julia's reality and importance,

and

imaginatively replaces her in Proteus's life in the message she

sends

throuqh the servant Sebastian:

...Tell- him for

One Julia, that
Vüould better fit

me,

his changing thoughts forget,
his chamber than this shadow.
(IV.iv.116-8)

Sebastian i-s of obvious assistance in this recreation of the absent

mistress, and while Silvia is perhaps forced by the conventions of her
role to send the requested picture to Proteus, she is also abl-e to
it as a symbol of the appearance he worships, to criticize

use

his values

and conduct as revealed in this concentration on external-s, and to

contrast the picture to the reality which Proteus refuses to confront.
Whil-e Silvia is unable to do more than resist Proteus's unwanted

advances, then, because the stereotype into whi-ch she has been cast

limits her action to a pattern of passive reaction, her explícit
opposition to his treachery is communicated to the audíence. and Proteus's
own words ind.icate how

clear a standard of moral conduct and fidel-ity

she presents even to his love-blinded eyes:

...Silvia

is too fair, too true, too holy,

To be corrupted with my worthless gifts.

When I protest true loyalty to her,
She twits me with my falsehood to my frj-end;
When to her beauty I commend my vowsf
She bids me think how I have been forsworn
In breaking faith with Julia whom T lov'd.
lT\/ iì q-]lì
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The audience is thus reminded by Proteus's own admission that Silvia's

steadfastness to valentine, even during his absence and in the face of
parental opposition - features which make sitvia's situation an exact

reflection of Proteus's
contrast and criticize

o\¡/n

- presents the value of faithful

her new suitor's infidelity'

devotion to

His enumeration of

her objections to his declarations, furthermore¡ cuts through the
rhetorical haze of his previous rationalizations to define his guilt

and

to provide a reminder of the reasons for maintaining his vows' Î¡lhen the
two characters are again presented together, silvia is forthright in
her evaluation of Proteus's character - "Thou subtle, perjurtd, false'
disloyal man" (IV.ii.92) - and she is indignant about the judgrment of
her virtues on which he appears to be acting:
Think'st thou f am so shallow/ sQ conceitless'
To be seduced bY thY fl-attery'
That hast deceiv'd so many with thy vows?
(IV.rl-.YJ-))

Her deniat of these characteristics contradicts Valentine's earlier

account of women's reactions to the conventions of courtship, as does
her inflexibte resistence to the wiles of Proteus and Thurío; it also
suggests the uncompromising vision of the relationship between character
and action which Silvia does not hesitate to apply ín an eval-uatíon of

her own conduct - " [T] by and by intend to chide myself ' / Even fot
this time T spend. in talking to thee"' (fv'ii'100-1)
Asimilarintegrationofidentityandrole,ofcharacterand
behaviour, is evident in Julia's employment of a disguise' and again

functions dramatically to criLicíze the values, superficiality,

and

4I

Proteus's priorities are

romantic posturing of the male protagonists.

evident in his emplovment of Sebastian
.".chiefly for thy face, and thy behaviour,
Vlhich (if my augury deceive me not)
witness good bringing up, fortune, and truth
( IV. iv.66-8)
and particularly

in his acceptance of a face which has, in another

context and as JuLia repeats in her conversation with Silvia,

"become

as black as I" (IV.iv.154) . Proteus has shifted from the assertion

that Jul-ia is "but a swarthy Ethiope" (rr.v.26) in comparison to Silvia
to an admission of the two women's comparable beauty, thus inadvertently
emphasizing the unrefiability

of a focus on appearance and stressing

how

his lack of self-control has l-ed to a perversion of his retrospective
visíon of Julia.

Sebastian relates the change in Julia's appearance to

her lover's abandonment and its effect on her character:
. . . since she did neglect her looking-glass,
And threw her sun-expelling mask away,
The air hath starv'd the roses in her cheeks,
of her face
And pinch'd the lily-tincture
(

The l-over's pallor is here a reality,

IV

.

iv.

150-3

)

unlike the wreathed arms

and

heavy sighs of the young ments posture, and Julia's disguise gives her

an appearance which is similarly functional.

is preceded by Proteus's

comment

Her entrance as Sebastian

to Thurio that "Iove / wíIL creep in

service where it cannot go" (IV.ii.I9-2O),

a

comment which

gains ironic

resonances through the course of Proteusts pursuit of Silvia, but which

accurately defines the selfless nature of Jul-iars love and indicates
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the appropriateness of her new role.
As Bilton points out, Julia's disguise provides her with a kind of

distance from the scene and the action which directly concerns her
future, and this serves to facilitate
audience. Her witty

comments on

her communícation with the

Proteusts song to Silvia, and her

verbal plays on the Host's responses, lead him to praise her "quick ear"
(IV.ii.6f),

whil-e the audience gains a new appreciation of her ability

to react in a difficult

situation.

Her reflections on Proteusrs

unfaithfulness and changeability undercut the effect of his

new

decl-aratj-ons of love, and provide a touchstone for the audience's
response to the scene; although Julia has defended her l-over against

r"^^++
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faced with evidence of his double-

dealing she recognizes the truth which his conduct reveals about his
character and reinforces the judgiment which Silvia is expressing

directly to Proteus. Julia's al¡ility

to find coherence in a new and

unconventional role is aqain associated with her self-consciousness
about its implications and difficulties,
Sebastian on the

woman

implied in the

comments

of

who "d.reams on him that has forqot her love"

(IV.iv.81) and insisted on j-n her response to Sifvia's questions about
Jufia, that he knows her "Almost as welf as I do know myself" (IV.iv.
14f).

As Scott comments, in her discussion with her supposed rival,

JrrIAA

gains an ironic distance from her plight and
¡nn-Fomn'l
¡toc
i l- as an outsider with dignified
Qlro i q not Ariadne but someone who
n¡l.Ï¡nq
remembers having played the role of ariadne.l0
The disquise thus visuallv reinforces the audience's
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Jufia's ability to separate herself from her feel-ings and actions

and

to evaluate them objectively; the value of this contemplation is
evident in her capacity for reaching a realistic

compromise bet\^7een the

rol-e of "unhappy messenger" (IV.iv.99) for Proteus and her own feelings

for him:
I am my master's true confirmed love,
But cannot be true servant to my master,
Unless Í prove fal-se traitor to myself'
Yet wilf I woo for him, but yet so coldly
(IV.iv.103-6).
As before, Ju1ia's considerations of the problems inherent in the role

which has been assigned her precede her entrance into rel-ationships
determined by that rofe, and permit the integrity

behaviour which is lacking in the young

of character

and

men.

The journeys of fite_lgg_ç9n!l9lt9" play out the inevitable results

of the men's role-playing, duplicity,

and self-centredness; while the

female characters continue to function as standards to measure male

behaviour and as commentators to enlarge the audience's perspective on

the unfolding action, the journeys undertalcen as a result of the plot
complications emphasize the l-imitations of the women's attempts to

control and alter the devefopment of the action, which has been
determined by the men's characters and desires.

The decisions made by

Julia and Silvía to undertake pilgrimages are motivated largely by the
effect of the
\^loman

mal-e

characters on their lives, but in each case the

consid.ers her choice thoroughly, and her consideratíon of the

implications of her decision results in the integrity which has been
evident in her character throughout. Although Valentine's despairing
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so]il-oquy after the disclosure of his deceit to the Duke is reminrscenu

of Juliars refl-ections on the effects of separation on the lover's
state, he has, like Proteus earlier, indirectly invited. the opposition
of the ol-der generation. Furthermore, he is convinced by proteus to
take a journey whi.ch contrasts Jutia's pilgrimage, because of its
dÍrection away from the l-oved one. rn practical- terms, of course,
Proteusts advice is sound. but the contrast between valentine's

vulnerability here to the arguments of a false friend and Julia's
earl-ier persistence despite the hesitations of her confidante indicates
that. particularly in the light of the exaggerated claims which the
have made concerning their devotion, valentine fails

men

to measure up Eo

the standard he has verbarLzed, and which Ju]ia has presented to the
audience through her action"

Julia has as well- rather used Lucetta

as

a sounding-board for her own feel-ings and opinions, as "the talcle
wherein all my thoughts / Are visibly character'd and eng'rav'd" (rr.vii.

3-4), than as an external- measure for decidinq her course of action.
Val-entine has aLready considered the effect on his identity of
banishJnent from the woman who is "my essence" (III.i.l_82)

:

To die is to be banish,d from myself,
and Silvia is myself: banish'd from her
fs self from sel_f .
(

rrr . i.

171-3)

The suggestion that Valentine has placed himself in a position in which

he, like Proteus, although for different reasons, must change his form,
ranarrl]acc n€ +he al-ternatives he chooses,
vrrvvÞsÐ¿
rÐ ÞU}JI/U!
is
supported
Leu uy
by Lancets
!4IIUË
malapropism -. "Sir, there is a procl-amation that you are vanished.rr
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(III.i.216)

- and dramatized by hís transformation into the king of the

outlaws, whose participation in the values of the mal-e worl-d is cl-ear
in their reasons for choosing Valentine as their leader. Even

among

them, however, the young gentleman must pose and give a false cause for

his banishment because of his concern with appearance.
Sil-viars flight

from Milan is in part determined by the

same

external forces, but it is perhaps indicative of her greater integrity
of character and behaviour that her travels will take her, not

away

from her loved one, but "to Valentine, / To Mantua, where T hear he
abode" (IV.iii.22-3).

his new love is

mad.e

Julia's decision to go with Proteus in pursuit of
"more to cross that Love / Than hate for Silvia,

that is gone for love" (V.ii.54-5);
\,nomen

makes

the rel-ationship between the

two

has come increasingly to repface the broken friendship of Vafentine

and Proteus. Sebastian's inabil-ity to help Silvia against Proteusrs
advances and the attempted rape, along with Silvia's

own powerlessness

to do more than resist, dramatize the fact that their efforts to
control the action, and to move out of the female stereotype of
passivity and simple responsiveness, have here reached a dead end -

no

more can be done until the male protagonists themselves decide to alter

the direction of the action.

The diafogue which precedes the attack

summarizes the rel-ationship between the male and female characters of
The Two Gentlemen; Proteus demands the "boon" (V.iv.24) which he feels

is owing for his services, while Silvia eval-uates his
as soficitation,

demand

frankly

and the system of val-ues underlying the attitudes of

each are thus recalled for the audience immediately before the play's

concl-usion. Sil-via's speech informs the audience of the implications
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of Proteus's behaviour, but is of no use in defending her against his
advances.

The shock of Valentine's appearance operates for Proteus as a

greater deterrent than has Sil-via's verbal opposition or the presence
of the servant Sebastian, a fact congruent with the emphasis the
have placed on the notion of reputation throughout the play.

men

Valentiners

presence indicates public recognition of the guilt which has existed

for

some

time, of the reality which underlies the courtly pose, while

Silvia's and Sebastian's knowledge of his doubl-e-dealing has

been

insignificant to Proteus throughout; Valentine represents the world of
the court, and of men, and it is the humiliation of a public exposure
which leads to Proteus's private sense of shame, his suffering¡

and

his repentance. Valentine's exaggerated rhetoric and his offer of
Sil-via to his penitent friend. however, disrupt even the audience's
sense that the pattern of The Two Gentlemen is being fulfilled

as

expected. In one 1ine, Valentine duplicates the change in form which
has taken his friend several acts to accomplish, and his speech as

a

whofe indicates a return to the vafues of the court, in the company of

Proteus, despite his apparent rejection of this way of life at the
beginning of the scene. Val-entine's comparison of his forgiveness

with the appeasement of- divine wrath leads naturally to his disposal
of Silvia as an object important only as she is connected with him "A1l that was mine in Silvia I qive thee" (V.iv.83) - because the
young man is as concerned with the role he is playing as he was in

performing as the eager travefler or the courtly lover.

In the light

of these words¡ ârrd of the rapidity with which Proteus has

assumed the
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role of humble penitent, Berry's arg'ument that the men are here staging
"the Big Production" which is the logical conclusion to the rest of the
play

seems

the most convincing.

The women's responses to this stunning upset are both emblems of
\^/omen's powerlessness

faints.

- Silvia is shocked into sil-ence, while Julia

on her revival, and the revel-ation of Sebastian's true identity,

Julia presents a final expression of the distinction between appearance
and reality,

form and su-l¡stance, which encapsulates the central

distinction between the two groups of characters in values, speech, and
action:
Be thou ashamrd that I have took upon me
Such an immodest raiment; if shame five
In a disguise of love !
Tt is the l-esser blot modesty finds,
women to change their shapes, than men their minds.
(V.

iv. 104-8)

Modesty, then, is redefined as a private virtue, as a kind of integrity
which speaks of the essential character even through a disguise,

and

'Jul-ia's speech has resonances back throughout the p1ay, from the ments
early assumption of conventional- roles \,,/ithout questioning the
appropriateness of those roles to their characters or motivations, to

the change in affection which both Proteus and Val-entine eventually
undergo.

Juliats speech is important as it
the central issues of The

comments

Two Gentlemen, and

to the audience

on

as it provides a standard

of morality, wisdom, and reality against which to measure the
exaggerations and hypocrisy of the men's behaviour, but, whife Proteus
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apparently picks up the moral- implications of constancy and inconsístency

in his response, the couplet which ends his brief speech returns to the
deceptively reasonable justification

of his action which the audience

has witnessed before, and to the focus on appearance which has been

throuqhout the central- tenet of the men's system of values:
What is in Silvia's face but I may spy
More fresh in Juliats, with a constant eye?
(V.

iv. 113-4)

Valentine's defiant speech to Thurio - "Take thee but possession of her
with a touch. / I dare thee" (V.iv.128-9) - suggests merely a new role
for the romantic lover, but the transformation from humility to
bristling

self-confidence is sufficient to win over the Duke. The men,

then, have not been changed or educated to a
that the pairing-off which concludes The

nevT

perfection.

The fact

T\llo Gentlemen has been

engineered to provide the satisfying resolution of "one feast, one

house, one mutual happiness" (V.iv.121) further indicates that the
women

have had as little

effect on the development of the plot as

on

the characters and false val-ues of the male protagonists.
The female characters of The T\¡¡o Gentlemen are thus powerless to

exert any control over the development of plot, but their very
restrictions,

which stress their distance from the determination of

qvelv¡I,
the
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and the stereotype is hence made to serve a dramatic purpose.
women's

The

passivity provides the greatest possible contrast to the

mindl-ess activity of the male protagonists, and the introspection and

observation errcouraqed bV the limitations of the stereotype into which

AA

Julia and Sifvia are cast enables them to serve a choric function in the
pfay, through their commentary on the action and the other charactersThe standard of conduct which they present through the integrity

their behaviour provides a

means

of

by which the audience may measure the

speeches and actions of the male characters, and the women's comments

on the development of The Two Gentl-emen further broaden the audience's

perspective on its issues and characters; while the female characters

are unab]e to exert control- within the wortd of the Play, then, they are
highly effective in shaping the audience's experience of it, and are
hence significant in controlling its apparent design'
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CHAPTER

IT]

LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST

Criticism of Love's Labour's Lost has in the past tended to focus
either on the possible origins of Shakespeare's plot, situation,
characters, or on the changes undergone by the

men

of Navarre's

and
academy

as the play progresses, and this attention to the menrs characters

and

their transformation has tended to reduce our perception of the dramatic
In

function of the female characters to that of a simple catalyst.
recent years, a good deal of purely linguistic

analysis has been produced,

in the light of which a significant new understanding of the
role

women's

be emerging: by their superior control of language the

may

more

\,üomen

function at a key point in this play's structure.
Certainly the Princess and her ladies do operate as a catalyst to
the action of the Play, and their entrance, shortly after the men's
taking

vords

to study and asceticism, introduces the confl-ict

and

complication which sets the whole merry game in motion. But even in

their absence, the female characters serve as the subject of discussíons
and the objective of goals which reveal- a great deal- a-l¡out the limited

understanding of the noblemen; and further, by their mastery of the

verbal

game which

movement
to\i,rards

the men regard as their o\^in, the

of the play towards reality,

lvomen

spur the

while the men's progression

this conclusion is il-l-uminated by their changing attitudes

towards the

women

of Lovêts Labour's Lost.

'll

Furthermore, while the female characters are clearly limited

throughout the course of the play in their pol/¡er to affect its developmentf they have a dramatic function which is directly related to their
rol-e limitations;

as in The Two Géntl-emen of Verona, Shakespeare's

characterization draws attention to the stereotype and subjects it to
question, for the

women

of Love's Labour's Lost display an ability to

communicate effectivety with the audience as an implied consequence of

their limited po\,vers to act.

In the light of the ladies'

comments on

the action and their mal-e counterparts, the play becomes a piece of
social criticism,

and attention to their participation

reveals a far greater satirical
has been a]lowed up to

in its issues

su,bstance in Love's La-bour's Lost than

no\¿r.

Critical- studies, however, have in the past been unwilling to
grant the female characters of this early comedy any significant
function beyond the dramatic useful-ness of their presence as it
produces the complication of the plot.
Berowne

Barber, for example, assigns to

the responsibílity of maintaining a more encompassing vision of

the. action and a greater congcious.ness of the game which is being

played, while Champion asserts that it is Berowne and Boyet who operate
in Lovets Labourrs Lost aS

comi.c

pointers, guiding the audience's

perSpective on the play, its characters and event=.f Other critics

focus on what the men l-earn during the course of the Pfay, the

way

their new understanding is reflected in their speeches and attitudes,
and the means by which the cqmlc effect of this transformation is

controlled, but l-ittle
actions-of the

women

is said in these studies of the épeeches

and

who'so fundamentally affect their male counter-

)¿

nâ7ï

q

More recent criticism has begun to correct this imbalance, and to
.l-n l-Ïra ncclo¡ted

rlãr¡ môre al,tenti^.

\¡¡omen Of LoVets LabOurtS LOst.

Anderson, for example, points out that "Much of what the ladies say
)
do is a comment, explicit or implicit, on the men's attitudes";- he

and

defines their functions in the pfay as a means of exposing the men's
faults, as the embodiment of the norms of conduct, against which the
aberrations of the men must be measured, and as the dispensors of

corrective punishment at the end of the play.

Berry, in his discussion

of the levels of real-ity revealed by the uses to which the different
groups of characters put language, confirms this assignment of a central-

place to the

\^Iomen

of the play.

The Princess, he states, "is beyond
?

question the internat arbiLer of val-ues in Lovers Labour's LoSt"r-

and

he further expands the significance of this role to its establishment

of a primary function for

women

in this and others of Shakespearers

plays, and its provision of a means by which the speeches and attitudes
of their male counterparts can be evaluated:
The Princessrs court - and one can

legitimately include the epicene Boyet in
the group - upholds the vafue of truth, or
rcal ì tv- - ^Thi s nôf onl v ar:r':or<]s with their
sexual function - the word game is more
serious for women - it exPresses an
intellectual role' w,omen as real-istsr that
see elsewhere in Shakespeare. At all
events, they play the word game with an
essentially serious skilf that deservedly
puts the men to shame.=
çj..-

fralr

¡rvu

v¿¡¿J

we

Bilton agrees with this evaluation, for he maintains that the Princess's
tr

"authority extends to the spectators",- and he further

comments

that:
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In the manoeuvers of her 'escadron volant',
and in her speeches, the Princess is the
teacher. She is the commentator to whom we
should pay most heed, the-prÍme mover in
establishinq real val-ues.o
As in The Two Gentlemen of Verona, the values whích the

women

establish,

and according to which they act, are thus set in contrast to the

4rtificiality

of the play's young noblemen.

Tn this play, then, the association of the female characters'

limitations,

their skilful

observation of action, and their use of

speech for criticism and eval-uation, whj-ch has been defined in The

Two

Gentlemen of Verona, is similarly evoked for the purposes of the
\Á/omen's

control of audience response, if not of the plot development.

The female characters of both early comedies have limited powers to act

within the world of the play itself

- the Princess and her l-adies being

restricted to a defensive position comparable to that which Silvia
holds in response to Proteus's unwanted suit - but are able to function
dramatically as a consequence of their developing compensating

po\¡/ers

of observation and speech. Both groups of ladies, furthermore, present
the standards of virtue and realj-ty according to which the speeches
actions of their

mal-e

and

counterparts must be measured, but in Love's

Labourrs lost in particular these values centre, like the deviations of

the men, around the issue of language, which involves such matters
oaths and political

as

agreements, outragieous praise and accurate

evafuation, contests of wit and courtship.
The female stereotype, nevertheless, is used explicitly

in Love's

Labour's Lost primarily to cast a refl-ecting light on the characters
and fimited understandinq of the male protaqonists.

There is thus

a
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more explicit

pointing in Love's Läbour's Lost; while its dramatic

context identifies the restrictions placed on the Princess of France
her

ladies-:nr1

whi'lo-
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to deny the power of the stereotype, the focus is placed on the
ì-nadequacy

of the ments conventional expectations about a womanrs

character and behaviour. The men's attitude towards the
essentj-al-ly unchanged after their first

\¡romen remains

meeting, although their interest

has been aroused.; the King's announcement that the

women may

not

come

within his gates has all- the signs of an untested virtue, fugitive

and

cl-oistered, while Longavillers few \,rords on Maria consider the
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the men cannot move beyond the conventional- stereotype of the temptress
and viantonf and their development during the course of the play presents

a vision which is merely the other side of the coin to be won rather than

woman

women

as obìect

as wanton to be excluded. The men operate

from preconceived notions of a woman's nature and behaviour, moving

from extreme to extreme during the course of the pfay, from the
harshness of their injunction against femal-e visitors

to the extravagant

praise of the sonnets and back again to the military aggression of
their assaults on the

\^¡omen's

wits and affections.

Each

equally untrue to the nature and behaviour of the reaf

position is

\¡/omen

with

whom

Navarre and his men are concerned in Love's Labour's Lost, and by the
end of the play the men wil-l need the help of those

\^/omen

to resolve

the problem.
The female characters of Love's Labour's Lost, like those of
T\,vo Gentl-emen

The

of Veróna, thus play a more significant role than critics
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have ín the past allowed, and an examinatj-on of the text reveal-s the
complex effect which the women have on all aspects of the p1ay. lVhile

the noblemen of Navarre's

academy

are merely playing at love, and their

words indicate no serious motive behind the game, the Princess and her

l-adies insist on taking them as lightly
^---1--^!^
ËVAIUêLC
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and courtesy, / As bombast and as lining to the time" (V.ii.77O-I),

as

nothing more than the efforts of a genial host to provide a pl-easant
pastime for his guests. As Evans points out, the \,romen's wider

perspective is evid.ent in Rosaliners desire for some assurance of
success, in order that she may more thoroughly exploit the comic

potentialities

of the

game by

playing on the discrepancy between her

concept of j-ts fixed rul-es and Berowners attempts to stretch them to

suit his purposes:
Ol that I knew he were but i n hrz l-ì-ro t.ro al¿ |
So Pair-Taunt like wouj d T o'ersway his state
That he should be my foo1, and I his fate.
/\/

ìì
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To the women of Love's Labour's Lost, then, must go the credit for

superior

a\.^Tareness

of the

game

a

which is being played, and of íts proper

place in relatíon to the real business of life.

As the embodiment of

more encompassing vision, they have as well a more significant effect

in controlling the perspective of the audience than has generally
been recognized.
The limítations of Navarre's project are implicit
speeches with whi-ch he sets it

forth and invites his

in the very
men

to take their

a
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oaths. His opening lines present to the audience the ulterior motive
which underlies the announced search for knowledge - the desire for
fame, which he is confident will defeat time and death:
When, spite of cormorant devouring Time,
Tht end.eavour of this present breath may buy
That honour which shall- bate his scythe's keen edge,
And make us heirs of afl eternity.

(r.i.4-7)
Navarre's language alone suggests the weakness of his plan and his
fondness for using rhetoric to serve the purpose of logic and the wisdom

of experience. His desire to be graced "in the disgrace of death"
(I.i.3),

for example, has a fine rhetorical ring and a subtle appeal to

man's refuctance to face the inevitable limitations of the

human

condition, but it is this reluctance which the end of the play confronts.
Equa11y, the responses which Longaville and Dumaine make to this

invitation to a world-famed academy, "Still
art" (I.i.14),

indicate their

common

and contemplative in living

susceptibility to attractions

created by the manipulations of language, and their similar propensity

for a logric based on emotion and rhetoric rather than on reason; the
former discounts the severity of the task - "rtis but a three years'

fast" (1"i"24) - while the latter,

Iike his King, exaggerates the appeal

of "living in philosophy" (T.i.32).
Berowne, though, is less easily fooled, or at least more willing

to acknowledge his hesitations about neglecting "The grosser manner of
these world.'s delíghts" (I.i.29) ' and his objections accurately
pinpoint the King's deviation from his original plan of study:
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(r.í.5L-2)
Berowne

is clearl-y distinguished from Longaville and Dumaine, more ready

followers of Navarre, at this early point in the play, in a way which
prepares for his strong supporting role in the scenes which follow,
which corresponds to the treatment of the female characters.

and

The

pairing-up which forms the comic dance is as rapid and apparently

as

superficial as in most comed.ies, but, while the King and the Princess
are matched pri-marily on the basis of their social levels, Berowne

and

Rosafine form an agreeabl-e complement based on their importance in the

play and on the audience's intimations of their characters.
Beror¡ne's objections to a f ife of seclusion and his counter-

proposals, which suggest the Platonic ladder of love as an al-ternate
means

of gaining higher knowledge, are the basis on which

maintain that his role is that of a comic pointer.

futility

His

some

critics

comments on the

of an isolated and barren course of study, his return to the

ulterior motive of the Kinq's plan - "Too much to know is to

know

naught but fame" (I-í-92) - and his anticipation that "Necessity will
make us

al-l forsworn / tlnree thousand times wíthin these three years'

space" (I.í.148-9) do indeed indicate a greater consciousness of the
shortcomings of the Kinq's proposal than the other men display, but the

course of the play reveals that Berowne is unabLe to see beyond, to

other values and a different perspective. His wit' like that of his
fellows. "is at an end" (V.ii.430) when the

women

persist in their

refusal- to let the game of wordplay and the comic battfe of the sexes
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serve the function of a serious courtship.

The vision which can contain

both sides of the play's experience and perceive their rel-ationship to
the wholeness of life belongs to the women, and Bero\nlne's al¡ility to

cope

with the darker real-ities of existence is proved inadequate by Rosaline's
final judgement on him.
mL^
I lIe

ñ^6'^
^l-ans for their two sets of visitors reveal- as much about
¡rls¡¡ Þ P

their faulty perceptions as do their manipulations of language to prove
points which cannot be supported by experience. Costard and
are to serve as recreation, as the sport of

Armado

men whose own ed.ucation

enables them to see the humour of the former's errors and the latter's

"fire-new wordsrr (I.i.L77) , but, while Armado's perverted scholasticism
and Costard's mal-apropisms are undoubtedly amusing for the duration of

the p1ay, one must question the wisdom of choosing them as sole
companions for a three-year stint at the books. On the other hand, any
r¡7oman

who dares approach

the secluded academy does so "on pain of

losing her tongue" (I.i.L22).

The penalty, exploíting the old cliché

about female talkativeness, is perhaps an inadvertent admission of the
women's ability

to match the men at their favourite sport of verbal

swordplay, and just as ironically,

the punishment for any man who

disdains the requirements of his oath reveafs the concern for reputation
- for words - whích is the ulterior motive of the men's goal:
If any man be seen to talk with a woman
within the term of three years, he shall
endure such public shame as the rest of the
court can possiblv devrse "
(r.i.128-31)
As in The Two Gentlemen of Verona, the notíon of reputation and the
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fear of public humiliation have a greater influence on the young men
than does any Sense of inner conviction, and in LoVe'S Labour's Lost
the disparity between these two sets of values is exploited by the
nobfemen's frequentJ-y erroneous choices. Moreover, none of the female
characters in this comedy bears any resembfance to the stock figure of

the shrew. The Princess, in fact, stops the word
when

they move from a ptayful

criticism,
when

of entertaiilnent to personal

and claims to "beshrew all shrows" (V.ii.46)

the King considers the possibility

military image of his initial
,,eaL

means

-

of female companions' the

speech takes a surprising turn from the

of the reformer to the brutality of the fanatic.

women,

of her ladies

games

This fury against

especially ironic in the 1i9ht of the menrs own fondness for

and

misuse of ]anguage, is placed in the context of conventional- contem-

porary attitudes by Armado's l-etter; his definition of a

\^/oman

as "a

child of our grandmother Eve" (I.i.253) and as "the weaker vesselrl
(I.i.259) is in cornplete accord with the views of religious allthority,
while Jaquenettars imprisonment aS "a vessel of thy l-aw's fury"
(ï.i.260-I) accurately reflects the helplessness before the law of
sixteenth-century woman. The first

a

scene of Love's Labour's Lost,

then, presents the two prevalent conceptions of

womð.n

- aS temptress

and as subject - as a reflection on the characters of the men expressj-ng
them.
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the main authoritative defenses for the subjection of women. The scene
played by Armad.o and Moth further prepares the audience for the meeting
between Èhe male and femaie courts, and underlines the central action
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of the play. Armado extends the mititary imagery of the Kingts initial
speech to transform his announcement of love into a criticism oi the

loved one, and ínto a declaration of battle against his desire:

I will hereupon confess I am in love; and as
it is base for a soldier to fove, so am I in
love with a base wench. If drawing my sword
against the humour of affection would deliver
me from the reprobate thought of it, I would
take Desire prisoner, and ransom him to any
French courtier for a new-devised courtesy.
(r.ii.s4-60)
To Armado, love is a temptation and an evil spirit,

and, were he to have

his wont, it woul-d take second place to the fascination with words that
is his exaggeration of the noblemen's study. Nevertheless, ancient
authority tells him that neither the wit of Solomon nor the strength of
Hercules is sufficient to withstand the butt-shaft of Cupid,

"g]ory is to subdue men" (I.ii.I70-l);

whose

Armado's resistance is as short-

lived as will be that of his masters, and by the end of the scene he is
already calling for some god of rhyme to help him "turn sonnet" (r'ii'

L74). Armadors attitude towards the change which Jaquenetta and love
represent is as much a reflection of the noblemen's views as is his

reluctant surrender to his affections and the extreme form it takes.
In one sense, the first meeting of the two groups of characters
identifies the limitations within which the
princess is aware that the political

women

must operate. The

objective of their visit assigns

to them the role of "humble-visaged visitors"

(II.i"34),

and she has

heard, furthermore, of the ments vows to study and avoid the
of

women:

company

6L

Therefore to's seemeth it a needful course,
Before we enter his forbidden gates,
To know his Pleasure

(rr.i.25-7).
Respect and a ready acceptance of Navarre's authority are mingled here,
and the men's oath, while an index to the absurdity of much of their

conduct, serves as well to dramatize the restrictions

surrounding the

play's femal-e characters. Boyet's information-giving function, which
becomes

clear as he re-enters just before the other men, reinforces the

sense of the \.^romen's limited powers; the Princess and her ladies must

rely on a man, who alone can move between the tvro courts, to keep
one step ahead of the King's party.

them

The news which he offers them

here, of Navarre's intention "to lodge you in the field / LIke one that
comes here

to beseige his court" (II.i.85-6),

presents them \,fith the

predominantly military mode of the men's speeches and attitudes,

and

enables the Princess to begin the game of wordplay and contradiction

v¡ith the King. Her response to his welcoming speech sets the tone for
the exchange to follow:
the roof of this
court is too high to be yours, and \'¿el-come
to the wide fields too base to be mine,

welcome I have not yet:

\ !f

. f

. J L
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whife her anticipation that "will..,and nothing else" (II.i.99)
lead the men to break their

vo\^/s

ïegard to the menrs intentions.

wil-l

establ-ishes the v¡omen's position in
The Princess has littfe

choice but to

accept Navarre's "forbidden gates", but she can provide a witty

criticism of the men's behaviour and an explicit rejection of the
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notion of

\^/oman

comments on

as temptress. similarly,

the advisa.l¡ility of the men's

her refusal to continue with
scheme

but she is abl-e to turn her recognition that "I
To teach a teacher ill beseemeth me" (II'i'107-8)
her political

is properly submissive,

am

too sudden-boLð'= /

to a renewed urging of

motive, and may in fact have tal<en the more diplomatic

stance for thís very purpose. The female characters of Love's Labour's

Lost are thus able to work within imposed restrictions for the benefit
of their own purposes and for the enlarged understanding of the
audience; the fact that they are entrusted with a political

mission'

for which they must sue the King, epitomizes this capacity for action
within the conventional- constraints placed upon a \¡/oman.
The conventional view of v¡omen is in another sense shattered by

the entrance of these perceptive and well-spoken opponents to the men
in the battle of wits to fotlow. The women's ability to judge their
mafe counterparts, and to evaluate the treatment they deserve, is
suggested just prior to the first

meeting of the t\^Io groups, and their

views on the witty dialogue which dominates Love's-Labour's Lost

provide a
ldUI

means

of judgiment. Maria maintains that Longavitle's only

L

Is a sharp wit match'd with too blunt a will;
Whose edge hath po\^7er to cut, whose will still wills
rt should none spare who come within his pov/er'

(rr.i.49-sr)
Katherine's appraisal of Dumainers character follows a similar pattern
a realistic
- a recognition of the lordrs virtues interrupted by
Su¡ìrnary

of his shortcomings. As Longavi]lets I'sovereign parts" (If i"
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44), :nj's skil-l in the arts and at arms, are bafanced by Maria's

comments

of his wiff, so Katherine contrasts her

on the blunt willfullness

report on Dumaine's accomplishments with a similar anticipation of his
po\^/er

to do harm and with a criticism of his fail-ure to five up to his
of that good I

promise - "much too little

great worthiness."

saw

/ Is my report to his

The women thus offer steady' shre\^td

(II.i.62-3)

observation and balanced judgment of the men's characters, in con'trast

to the men's preconceptions about their visitors.

Even Rosafine's

description of Berowne, which contains no explicit criticism,

is

carefully control-led.9 The Princess, nevertheless, focuses perceptively
on the compliments which precede the reservations, commenting that

"every one her own hath garnished /

praise,' (II.i.78-9).
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of Love's Labour's Lost, when the

aS a pfepafatiOn

women

fOf the COnCIUSiOn

accept their suitors' even

In many romantic comedies the concluding

under harsh conditions.

resolution in marriage seems hasty, contrived, or imposed. Here, the
men

are established early as worthy opponents and deserving suitors'

while the criticism the

v/omen

offer issues in the sober restraint of the

final penance, pointedly altering the conventional "happily ever after".
The discussion of the political

matter indicates as well that the

princess's perceptive evaluation of Navarrers character matches her
'l¡¿ioqr ahilìtv
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irr¡tno
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nther men. That he values "honour" is

cfear to her from his persistence in keeping the oath she thinks

so

foofish, and when he denies having received the hundred thousand

cro\tTns

she challenges him at just that point; he will
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...wrong the reputation of your name'
In so unseeming to confess receiPt
of that which hath so faithfully been paid'

Her retort that "we arrest your word" (r1.i.160) establishes her own
definition of honour, a scrupulous attitude towards verbal contracts
which reflects as well the generat belief of her ladies that words
are or should be - slarbols of something real-. They are not misled by

-

their own vi.ews, however, into false expectations about the ments use
oflanguage,andMaria'ScommentonBerovTne,that''notawordwith
him[is]butajest''(II.i.2L6),encapsulatesthecentralproblem,the
and a
men,s inability to distingush clearly between a word as an oath
word as a lest.

As Berry points out about Berov/nels later attack on

the integritY of words:
he accords too l-ittle f ixed va]ue to words '
He has betrayed an oath, and the frivolity
of that original oath is itself the fault
...Berowne's fate is to have the true
lo
meaning of jest painfulty instifled into him'-The fírst

meeting of the two forces, then, reinforces the audience's

impressions of the men's characters and speeches; the

vTomen

the standards by which the acti-ons and decfarations of their

articulate
male

counterpartsaretobejudged,andthuscontrol,toalargeextentand
to
aided primarily by the minor characters, the audience's response
Lovers Labour's Lgst. As in The

TWo Gentlemen

of Verona. while the

words of the men themselves occasionally invite the audience to
observe the disparity between the abstraction and the reality,
speeches of, the female characters offer an explÍcit

the

comment on the

o3

ments confusion and focus on the limitations of the men's understanding.
The Princess, for example, later provides the view necessary to balance

the simplistic attitude towards farne which Navarre expresses in his
opening speech; in her díscussion with the forester at the beginning of

Act IV, she points out the temptations felt particularly by those

who

seek for fame:
And out of question so it is sometimes,
Glory grows guilty of detested crimes,
Vühen, for fame's sake, for praise, an outward part,
!ùe bend to that the workinq of the heart

(ïv.i.3o-3) .11
Throughout the play, then, as well- as at its conclusion and the

dispensing of penances, the

women

serve to comment on and provide

a

necessary balance for the men's frequently misguided and often

simplistic views.
Vühile the framework of the play places control- of the action firmly

in the men's hands, as is insisted on by Navarrets refusal to all-ow the
women

entry into his cor:rt, the ladies are not themselves deceived by

the apparent fimitations of the conventional- stereotype; they go on, in
fact, to present the method of evaluation which opposes conventionalthought and finds i-t wanting. In the Princessis opening dialogue with

Boyet, for example, her response to his praise of her "graces",

as

extravagant as the expressions of the noblemen, is sensibl-e and

realistic,

and anticipates her ladies' skeptj-cal reception of the

lords' speeches and l-etters.

Her criticism is based on what she feel-s

is a rather tenuous relationship between Boyet's words and the
reality he i.s describing, rather than on the artificiality

of his
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language per se, and the metaphoricaf mode of her speech reveals

sj-mifar skill

a

and delight in witty wordplay:

...mY beautY, though but

mean,

not the painted flourish of your praise:
Beauty is bought by judqment of the eye'
Not utter'd by base sale of chapmen's tongues.
f am less proud to hear you teIl my worth
Than you much willing to be counted wise
In spending your wit in praise of mine.
Needs

(rr.i.13-9)
Rosaline, whose dark beauty seems susceptible to criticism by her

friends and by Bero\dne's, shares her mistress's realistic

own

attitude

when

she offers an accurate and humourorrs appraisal of the claims which
Berowne's sonnet makes for her:
The numbers true; and' \'vere the numbering too,
I were the fairest goddess on the ground:
I am compartd to twenty thousand fairs.
(v.ff.55-/)

Beauty may indeed be in the eye of the beholder, as the Princess claims,

but these ladies are unlikely to be swayed by "the painLed flourish" of
their lovers' praises to an exaggerated respect for their own attractions,
in contrast to the way in which their male counterparts have been
swayed

by the influence of the spoken word. Furthermore, the perception

of the Princessts remarks strikes at the heart of the matter of
language and communication; they are clearly applicable to the fal-se

logic of Navarrets plans and speeches, guided by his concern for
and the admiration of the world.

play the

game

basis for the

fame

The rules by which the women will

of courtship are establíshed here, and they take as a
game

the understanding that rheÈoricaf ffourishes are
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concerned rather \'rith the display and contest of wits than with the
s¡bicef

of fl js¿1¡ccinn

which the

women

rFho nrnrr¡1d-rUl-eS are eVident

in the debate in

indulqe amongst themsel-ves. In the final scene of the

play, Rosaline and Katherine are engaged in a series of plays on the
words "Iíg,ht" and "dark", which leads to the use of the former in the
scene of "wanton" or "wayward" and to Rosafine t s confusion about the

intentions of her opponent; Katherine's response alfov/s for the
possibility

of mistaking a show of verbal dexterity for a personal

comment, and she attempts

to stop the

game

to avoid giving offense:

You'l-l mar the light by taking it in snuff;
Therefore Irll darkl-y end the argument.
(v"ii.22-3)
When

Rosaline pursues the point, the Princess who, as an observer of the

game, has no misgivings a-Jrout its intentions, closes the action by

judging it and limiting it to no more than a game - "Well bandied both;

a set of wit well play'd" (V"ii.29)

.

The attitude of the female characters tov¡ards communication is

il-l-uminated by the speeches of Boyet, \dho offers the women his analysis

of the situation on the basis of his "observation, which very seldom
lies" (1I.i.228).

His mistress wi.ll not let the matter rest on this

defense, and his response to her request for a reason states the idealrel-ations.hip between speech, intention, and observation; Boyet says

that he is mere]v dispos.ed
+^
T nnlrz

añôâÞ
her¡o
a

By adding

that in words which his eye
hath disclos'd"
made a mouth of his eye,
tongue which T know wlll not lie(rr. i "25r-3)
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Boyet is wise, in the first

place. to evaluate partícularly these

men

on the basi-s of their faciat expressions rather than on that of their

words. His speech, moreover, though it is highly metaphorical

and

foll-ows a conventional- pattern and choice of vocajrulary in the

description of the fovers, makes a val-id point; hís observation is
correct and his

mode

of expression appropriate in its anticipation of

the conventional- poses which the love-sick

men

will strike.

words,

l-i,ran- are here ind.icative of a real emotional State' and, while his

listeners make Boyet's speech the subject of an alfusive satire, they
have already recognized in Navarre and his fellovüs worthy coûÙcattants in

the battle of wits, if not in the battl-e of the sexes which l-ove willbecome

to these men. The conclusion to which the Princess drav/s the

jesting between her lad.ies, that "This civil war of wits were much
better us'd,/ On Navarre and his book-men, for here 'tis abusrd"
(II.i.224-5), anticipates their taking up the gauntlet in the fifth

act

of the play; it establishes, furthermore' the place assigned to such
verbal swordplay by the leader of the female faction. that of an
exercise for

good.

wits, to be employed on those who both deserve and

invite the sound trouncing which the

men

will receive'

The sonnets which the nobfemen address to their ladíes reveal, on

the one hand, a uníformity of thought and expression in accordance with
the conventionality of their stereotypic attitudes, and¡ on the other,
the men's ina-]¡ility to distinguish between the two kinds of
oaths and jests.

\^7ords

-

As c. L. Barber points out, the men hope to carry the

day through what is only a playful parody of the declarations

and

negotiations of love and marriage, by exerting no more effort than that
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required by the

demands

of a

game which

they enjoy:

The festivity

releases¿ not the delights of
love, but the delights of expression which
the prospect of love engenders - though
those involved are not clear about the
distinction until it is forced. upon them;
the clarification achieved by release is
this recognition that love is not wooins
games or fove talk.12
The formula of the sonnet, as these men employ it,

is inadequate to

convey real- emotion, and their words present nothing more than the

facade of a lover, a pose to which the men can fit

anticipation of the

game

themsel_ves

in

of courtship and its famili-ar, conventional-

moves. Berowne's description of Longavil_le as "The shape of l_ove's
Tyburn' that hangs up simplicity"

artificial-ity

(rv.iii.54)

acknowledses the

of the dance whích they are setting in motion,

and

Navarre' too, plays with the familiar d.epiction of the l-over's stance in

his sarcastic eval-uation of his companion, who
Did never sonnet for her sake compile.
Nor never lay his wreathed arms athwart
His loving bosom to keep down his heart.

(rv.iii

-L32-4)

Longavilre's decisíon to "lay these grozes by" (rv.iii.367),

and

Dumaine's simil-ar plan to include "something else more prain,, (rv.iii.
7L9)

, like Berowne's disdain of the "painted rhetoric" (rv.iii

.23-o)

which Rosalinets beauty does not need, suggest that the men have
a\.{areness

some

of the limitations of the convention, and that they are

thoroughly caught than the spirit

more

of the game, and their pleasure in
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the pose, would indicate.

Nevertheless' Berowne's debate with his

companions concerning Rosaline's beauty and his lengthy justifications

for breal<ing their oaths identify his rejection of rhetoric as yet another
conventional fl-ourish, whife the speeches of the men in Act V, and their

visit in disguise, demonstrates how far indeed these noblemen are from
plain-dealing.
men from

Although the effect of the

their initial

women

has been to move the

plan of solitude and study' Navarre and his

fel-l-ows have not developed significantly

from the beginning of the

play; they remain as fond as ever of manipulating language.
Furthermore, that the sonnets hide a reality of emotion much

more

complex than, and in part contradictory to, the conventional expression

of love, is made evident in the persistence of the two stereotypes of
woman. On the one hanC, the sonnets suggest a vj-ew of

objects to be won, and the fadies to

whom

women as

they are addressed are

presented as being of heavenly stature, queens and goddesses, at

whose

feet the submissive and humble l-overs worship and plead their cases Navarre depicts her: "triumphing in my \n/oe" (IV.iii.34) , while

fears to wrong her by the inad.equacy of his praise.

On

Bero\^/ne

the other hand,

however, unmasked and supposedly unobserved, the men continue to

describe thej.r plans with the martiaf imagery which makes of

woman an

opponent to be defeated, and which thus picks up on Navarre's earlier

refusal to allow the Princessts party to enter his court.

FoJ-lowing

their admissions of love and their decision to woo, Navarre calls his
"sol-diers, to the field"

(IV.iii.363),

and Berov/ne extends this meta-

phorical statement of their approach to the

women;

1T

Advance your standards, and upon them, lordsl
Pell--mel-l , down with theml but be first advis'd.,
In confl-ict that you get the sun of them.

(rv.iii.364-6)-' t?

The conflict has been anticipated and paroclied in Armadols l-etter to

Jaquenetta; his decl-aration that "f profane my lips on thy foot,

my

eyes on thy pj-cture, and my hand on thy every part" (IV.i.B3-4)

inadvertently reveals his true attitudes. and his praise of Jaquenetta
is contradicted both by his expectation of a nuptial- catastrophe in
which he will be the victor and she the captive, and by the threatening

post script.
The case of Navarre and his men is of course not so extreme, but

their view of

as opponents to be overcome is as inadequate for

\¡/omen

the matter of love and the nature of the

women

conventional pose of the hirnùcle courtly lover.

it is clear, will- still

in the pfav as is the
The men's perspective,

have to be greatly altered before the women will

consent to a "world.-without-end bargain" (V.ii.779) with them.
linaq

in A^f T\7 J-h.at I'irrq.t-.ina a.f\/l¿y5 WhíflS

measure" (rv.iii.3B1),

anticipates the redressing of wrongs

BerOWnetS final

composes

the fifth

in eqUal
whi_ch

act, but his el-aboration of thiq l-hama +h:r "¡jgþ!

wenches may prove plagues

to men forsworn" (IV.iii.3B2)

and that

forsworn men would deserve such treatment, while it indi-cates

an

av¡areness

of the situation beyond that of his fellows, also demonstrates

Bero\,,lne's

inability

to move beyond the stereotypes which the

already considered. Notwithstanding the assertions of critics

men have

l-ike

Barber and champion, Berovzne is, l-ike his mal-e companions, incapa-ble

of providing the encompassing vision which places such diverse pursuits

/z

as love and study in their proper rel-ationship to the whole of life.
In Act V, the perils of the men's misuse of words surface as reality
impinges upon the play-like atmosphere of all that has gone before.

The

ments confusion about the rel-ationshíp between the rol-es which they are

playing and the reality of the situation which they are trying to
control is dramatized by the visit of the "Muscovites", vrhich provides
an object lesson in the potential for confusion and deception inherent

in either a disguise or a rol-e. The final blow is struck by the

women's

exchange of fove tokens; the comic scene resulting, in which the men,

"Folfowing the signs, woo'd but ttre sign of she" (V.íi.469), epitomizes

the disparity between the men's stereotypic view and the reaf nature of
the

women

they are courting" The women have been enabled to mock the

"mockery merriment" (V.ii.139) of the men's courtly game by Boyet's

advice to "Arm, wenches, arm" (V.ii.82) against the approach of
disguised 1ove, and the military imagery of his speech refl-ects the

attitudes of those he has overheard. His faithful
weII a more explicit revelation.

account offers

as

The King has described the Princess

as an angel, and advised Moth not to fear but to speak boldly; Moth's
response points out the contradiction implicit

in Navarre's words, for

"An angel is not evil; ,/ T would have feared her had she been a devil"

(V.ii.105-6).

The words of the "Muscovites", furthermore, reinforce

this impression of the men's double attitude; whil-e the usual lovers'
speeches are made, Longaville's suggestion to the witty Katherine that

"You have a double tongue within your nask, / And would afford

my

speechless visor hal-f" (V.ii.245=6) implies a criticism of a woman's

bold speech as shrewïsh garrulity,

and his "Wil-l you give horns, fair

t3

lady!" (V.ii.252) recalls earl-ier descriptions of

\,vomen

as wantons.

The King retreats from the battle of wits with the name-cal-ling

which prevents an honest evaluation of his opponents' skill:
mad

wenches: you have simple wits."

"Farewell,

(V.ii. .264) The leader of the male

faction is thus reduced to an expression of hostility,

and the verbal

contradiction of his parting shot points to the confusion and bewilderment at the root of this anger. The men are unprepared to confront the

reaf nature of their female opponents or to deal with those aspects of
the women's character not readily defined by either of the conventional
stereotypes; o¡tce the defenses of their preconceived notions have been
broken dolqn, the men retreat ignobly" Boyet's presence ensures a

more

just analysis of the women's wit and verbal skill-, but it is towards him
that the noblemen direct their hostility;

because the Princess and her

ladies accuse their suitors of "poverty in \,rit" (v.ii.269) and, in
conversation, reduce them to "l,amentable cases" (V.ii.273) , i'he

frustrated academics and would-be wooers vent their rage on the man who
"knows the trick / To make my lady laugh when she's disposed" (V.ii.
" The Subsequent attack accuses Boyet of submissiveness
- "A smock shal-l
unbecoming in a man and casts aspersions on his vírility
465-6)

be your shroud" (V.ii.479)

.

The next shock to the menrs belief that they can carry the day

through gamesmanship rather than

b1z

the honest pursuit of love

with the Pageant. Berowne's counsel, that "'tis

some

comes

policy / To have

one show.hrorse than the king's and his companyr' (V"ii"508--9), indicates

a new capacity.for objective evaluation, but he shares with his fellows
an inabiLity to recognize the pageant's ironic reffection of the

14

noblemen's own confusion of roles and reality.

As well, the simple

force or Holofernesrs objection to the noblemenrs mockery - "This is
not generous, not gentlef not humble" (v.ii.62I) - belies the power of
their smooth verbosity, offers a contrast to the convoluted complexity
of their witticisms and sonnets, and thus continues the breaking-down
of the nobfemen'S use of language. Navarre's plea to "Construe my
speeches better" (v.ii.34I) is overturned by the Princessrs retort that
he shoufd "Then wish me better" (V.ii.342) , or use his words as coherent
symbols of the reaf emotions he wants to communicate, whil-e Rosaline
responds to Berowne,s long speech adjuring the use of "Taffeta phrases,

sil-ken terms precise, / three-pil 'd h1.perboles, spruce af.fec:Lion, /
Figures pedantical" (V.ii.4O7-g) by pointing out his inability to d'o so'
Berowne's statement that "My wit is at an end" (V.ii.43O), therefore'
marks a significant point in Love's Labour's Lost - the point at i'vhich

the

men make

the

women

the admission, through Berowne. that tirey cannot "conquer"

in their intellectual

The intrusion of reality

games'

into the "play", which follows, forces to

the surface the matter of love and marriagef which has been distinct
from the game ofcourtshÍpat least in the v/omen's minds and in the men's
practice " The information that Jaquenetta is pregnant by Armado puts
end to the Pageant as the men's witty criticisms have not quite been

an

able to do, and as utterly as Marcade, with his news, destroys the
ptaylike atmosphere of all that has gone before ' The parallel is
significant,

for, while the

messagies

are connected by their similar

dramatic effect, they speak as well- of the two boundaries of human
experience - birth and death. The comic dance is thus dissofved by the
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more encompassing vision of reality

which the two pieces of

news

introduce, and which the songs of winter and spring will repeat
symbolically.
The parallel_

is insisted on by the vocabulary of Berowne -

Righter points out, his metaphor in the

conìment

as

that "The scene begins

to cloud" (V.ii.7I2) has been suggested by the Pageant but is relevant
to the main action as well - and the echoes it sets up prepare for the
effectiveness of his final evafuation, after the perrances have been
imposed:

our wooing doth not end like an old play;
these lad.ies' courtesy
Jack hath not Jitl:
Might \nlell have made our sport a comedy.
(v. ii .864-6)
Righter says of Bero\^/ne's disappointed remark:
Rising from and in a sense explaining the
entire structure of the comedy in which it
occurs, it is far more than a simPle
valedictory remark, an obeisance to the
symmetry of p1ot. Berowne is in deadly
earnest when he compares the life of
Navarre, the illusorY nature of its
attitudes and values, with the play. Marcade,
the personification of death, has rudely
destroyed the fairy-tale world of the
park, even as the practicality of the
Princess of France and her ladies destroyed
scheme of the Academe, or the
the artificial
gibes of the King, Bero\,/ne, Dumaine, and
Longaville shattered tÌre Pageant of Èhe
Nine i{orthies. Contrivance fails when
unexpectedly, with a superior
confronted,
1^
tcdJrLv.

The earlier suggestion of this image, in the ladies'destrucLion
game

of the

of Èhe Muscovites "like a Christmas comedy" (V.iL"462), should
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perhaps have prepared the men more thoroughly for the women's response

to their more straiqhtforward courtship, but the insensitivity

of

Navaïre's resumption of the courtship indicates the persistence of that
narrovü

vision which will- not to the course of romantic love admit

'i m¡a,4 i manf

q

The men are thus unable to progress beyond the failure of their

contrivances, to cope with the superior reality with which they

have

been confronted, and the rhetorical manipulations of Navarre's speech

alfy this confusion between roles and real-ity to the men's misuse of
language:

...since love's argument was first on foot,
Let not the cloud of sorrow justle it
From what it purpostd; since. to wail fr¡Lends lost
Is not by much so wholesome-profitable
As to reioice at friends but newly found(v.íi.737-4L)
Simitarlyf Berowne, in his attempt to clarify Navarre's intentions,
moves from the "Honest plain words lwhich] best pierce Èhe ear of

grief,, (V.ii.743) to the justification,

through rhetoric rather than by

reason, of Èheir situation:

...we to ourselves Prove false'
By being once false for ever to be true
To those that make us both, - fair fadies' you:
And even that falsehood, in itsel-f a sin'
Thus purifies itself and turns to grace.
(v. ii .162-6)
The weaknesses of the men's attitudes towards language and to\,úards

reality are thus associated and emphasized just prior to the imposition
of corrective punishments;, aS the

\47omenrs

attraction to the

men has

II

been recalted, by Berowne'S comment to them that "you are not free, /

For the Lord's tokens on you do I see" (V.ii.422-3), in time to make the
tentative conclusion which cfoses Love's Labourrs Lost something
than the easy fitting

together of comic

pwzzJ-e

more

pieces.

The penances which are assigned address both issues - the men's

to distinguish between word as oath and word as jest,

inaþility

and

their similar confusion between reality and the comic, romantic game.
The imposition of corrections thus indicates the women's perceptiveness

concernirig the characters and iimitations of their partners, and accords

with the reality

which has been introduced by Marcade and his news.

Navarre is to become acquainted with the austerity of life,

which will

balance his current preference for the pleasanter side of experience
anrl wi'l I t-eml¡er his "offer made in heat of blood" (V.ii.79O) ' as will

the waítíng periods necessary for the equally impatient Longaville

and

'lq

Dumaine.-- The final emphasis is placed on Rosaliners pfan for
Berownets reformation, which addresses itself

directly to the issue of

language as it reflects the distinction between reality and poses.

Her intention recalfs the Princess's ear]ier criticism of witty -oraise

as a type of speech used primarily for its display of the speakerrs

skill- rather than for the benefit of the fistener or the object of
praise; Rosal-ine's

comments on

the correction of the fauft whj-ch both

she and her mistress perceive provide as well- a sensibl-e standard for

the employment and success of joking speeches:
...that's the way to choke a gibing spirit,
influence is begot of that loose grace
Which shallow laughing hearers give to foofs"
A jest's prosperity lies in the ear
lVhose

7A

of him that hears
of him that makes ir

never in the tonque

(v.ii.848-s3).
The attempt to move laughter in the throat of death will define for
Bero\¡¡ne

the limits of his verbal pov¡er, but the penancets d.irection

moves from the issue of tanguage to force a confrontation with a reality

which remains unaffected by jests, rhetorical manipulations, or the

playing of games. fn spite of Berowne's disappointment at the
from the world of Èhe play into that of reality,

the

movement

women themselves

refuse to let the synrnetry of the dance blind them to its possible
consequences in the rest of their l-ives, and the songs which conclude

the play present a therapeutic dramatization of the inevitable balance,
in life,

of the harshness of Mercury's words and the more pleasant

songs

of Apol1o.
Hence Love's ta-bour's

Lost concludes with an emphatic statement

concerning the use of language, but the statement relates this matter,

which is-a key issue in the play, to the more basic theme of reality and

role-p1aying. Barton, after demonstrating the proof in such Elizabethan
plays as Tamburlaine and Shakespearets history plays 'rthat words are
sel-f-sufficient:

not the servanÈs of reality,

but reality's

says of this play:

Love's Labourts Lost stands out arnonqst the
about language,
."*.@ertly
fill-ed with verbal games, with parody and
word patterns, firing off its ling:uistic
rockets in all directions. Yet this,
paradoxically, is a play which ends with the
defeaÈ of the word.17

masters",16
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Her concl-usion is that the men of the play reach an impasse after

admitting that the language of ]ove has become too contamÍnated to
exact belief, and that this impasse can be broken only by serving the
penance which the women assign - Berowne's experience will

,lemonstrate

the way language breaks down before the reality of pain and death,
whil-e the other three men must accept sil_ence as a means of proving
their love genuine. such an anarysi-s of the concr-usion of the pfay,
however, woul-d deny the preasure which the audience feer_s in the

viLality of its language and the dynamic force of the dialogues; the
\^'omen' although they become the imposers of punishments
desiqneo to
correct the men's faulty at.titudes towards language and relationships,
are as eager to join the battle of wits as the men and as delighted with
the display of their verbal dexterity. Furt,hermore, Barton,s ana1vsis
ignores the way in which ranguage is used in the play to reflect.
attitudes towards the realìfrz whlsþ moves lovers Labourrs Lost
from its predominantly playlike and artificial

reaLm.

contrary to Barton's comment, Lovers La-bourrs Lost concl_udes with
language restored, not destroyed, and this restoration is precisely the
function of the prayts women; not only

c1o

the

femar_e characters

repeatedly prove themselves masters in the contror- and manipulati_on of
words and the understanding of t.heir various levels of meaning, but they

are able to assume control of the action ín the pfay's conclusion bv
teaching the nobl-emen what they need. to know about ranguage and by
i ra a{- i h^
urreuLarrg
¿l

+1-^*
Lrrertt +Eowards

an understanding of the distinction between reality

and the games they have been playing.

Given the women,s realistic

outlook - the emphasis on observation and accurate evaluation rather
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than preconceived notions and conventional wisdom - their skil-I at
communication as well- as at verbal games, and their dramatic effectiveness,

the power they wield over the wor1d of the play as it is forced into
more reafistic

a

than comic realm is highly appropriate. Thus, by their

superior control of language, the

women

function at the very centre of

this play's structure, and their final insistence on contracL, after the
playfulness of much of the dialogue, re-establishes the importance of the
word., and completes the pattern begun with the men's oaths and with the

negotiations between Navarre and the Princessts father.
the

women

In the end,

rather insist on returning word.s to their proper relationshJ-p

with reality than despair that such an integrity is not possible,

and

the word is thus redeemed bv the femal-e characters who have functioned
throughout Love's Labourrs Lost as the defendents of its validity.
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CHAPTER

IV

RICTIARD

ÏIT

The T\¡/o Gentl-emen of Verona develops the relationship between
women's roles as passive and restricted observers and their accurate

observation of the action and the other characters. which enlarges the

perception and understanding of the audience. Love's Labour's Lost
assumes

this refationship, and its implicit effectiveness leads to the

limited power which the Princess of France and her l-adies wield over the
world of the play at its conclusion, as well as their control of
audience response. In both plays, then, the female characters have

a

dramatic function which is directly related to their role limitations,
and Richard IfT, which most emphasizes the restrictions

female participantsf and their utter political

placed on its

helplessness,f is

by the central_ significance of the women's role in providing

marked

a

structural opposition to the protagonist and in controlling the
audience's perception of the play's characters and of the pattern of

its development. The female charactersr restricted power to act is
well thematically siqnificant;

as

their recognition of their helplessness

is a prerequisite to their reminders to Richard of his own ultimate
ì-¡1-,iì ì+rz
,{acnite his exuberant sel_f-confidence, to control the future.
Ly f UsÞI/r

¿lI4!I¡r

Richard III presents, in the largest sense, a study of po\,fer, embodied

in its protagonist, and the female characters, with their bitter
consciousness of thei.r own powerfessness, operate from the beginning to
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define the l-imitations which Richard refuses to confront in his steady
rise to po\¡/er, insisting that actions in the past determine events to

In

some ways

the history play is more explicit that either of the

comedies about the connection between these two facets of the \n/omen's

roles:

in the first place, the

\¡¡omen

themselves comment on the moti-

vation and effectiveness of their vocal opposition to the protagonist,
makìng clear the relationship between restricted powers to act and the

cultivation of verbal skill;

and, secondly, the four

women

present the

pattern of this d.evelopment in the variety of their experiences
responses to Richard. If,

and

as Rossiter suggests, Margaret may be seen
)

as the last stage of woman-in-politics,- then the other

women

of

Richard III present various points in the progression towards her

situation, and as their fortunes produce a growing understanding of their
powerlessness, they eventually come to share in her realistic

and

vengeful vision, and to wefcome her aid in expressing this vision

effectively.
The female characters provide a structural opposition to the pro-

tagonist throughout the course of Richard III - a steady counterpoint
of recollections, warnings, and curses which forcibly remind Richard
of the past he would like to forget, and of the retributive justice which
awaits him in the future he cannot control as surely as he anticipates.

Their insistence on an alternative vision of the action, and on a
pattern of time which contrasts his own pragmatic view and belief that
he will be abfe to control the course of the future. is the primary
means'by which the ineviÈability

of the plot is conveyed to the audience.
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Thus, although until the end of t-ha nl av thev are unable to affect its

events, the female characters of Richard fTf serve to widen the
audience's persPective on these events, and to controf its perception

of the design of the plot.
fn the simplest form of their function as a dramatic mechanism,
the scenes in which the

\^7omen

predominate are those that interrupt the

rapid action of the pl-ot, in order to clarify thepatternof a long
series of events telescoped into a greatly shortened and acceferated
movement. The \¡iomen's speeches thus provide an invaluable guideline

for an audience caught up in the rapid rise and fall of various parties
and individual- characters, and this function is clearly related to the
\tromen's powerlessness

to control action within the world of the play

and their habituaf rol-es as observers. Bilton, in his brj-ef

summary

of the way in which the female characters, and in particular Margaret,
are ab]e to operate i¡oth as Chorus and as participants to control the
audience's perspective on Richard ITI, points out that:

In this Play, ingredients that might be thought
of as 'choric' are integrated into the

strucEure.
Most conspicuous of these is the witch-like
Queen Margaret, unhistorically lurkíng about
the court. with grievances that reach back
through two earlier plays, and a thirst for
revenge that can only vent itself in curses,
she keeps mer¡ories of past misdeeds fresh and
foreshadows events to come. Although
violently biased hersel-f, she keeps the
virtually insofuble moraf debate of the
tetralogy about the right to the crown and

the misdeeds done in its
our minds. r

name

al-ive in

Margaretts compelling performance is in part due to her presence at
those earlj-er conflicts, her long invol-vement in the

po\^7er

struggle

which has given her a wider perspective on the action and a more clear-
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sighted perception of Richard's progress; the particular conjunction of

political

hetplessness a¡ld accurate evaluation which is present in her

role is evídent as well in the play's other female characters. Rll four
share a position dependent on the fortunes and favour of their male
upheavals of the last

relatives and threatened by the political

plantagenet reigns, although only Margaret at the beglnning of the play

is impervious to the skilful

manipulations of the protagonist

and

completefy disillusioned a]¡out her power to exert influence over the
course of events. As the play progresses ' the other

\ilomen come

to

recognize in Margaret the pattern of al-I their losses, and, inspired
and taught by her, to perform as seff-consciously and as effectively

as

Richard himself, in repeating the story of the murderous deeds which
composes

the dark underside of his meteoric rise to power. and in

confidently foreshadowing the violent dovúnfall which is the inevitable
of his bl-oody Past.

consequence

The restrictions

placed on the

women

are established early in the

play; Richard's opening soliloguy puts the fema]e characters in their
proper historical place, by identifying their l-ack of importance in
the political

sphere which, to Richard and his henchmen at least, takes

precedence over all other activities.

They are disd.ainiully associated

with the regrettabl-e turn in recent years from an
manly force to the leisurely trivíalities

awesome show

of

characteristic of Edward's

Grim-visaged ülar hath smooth'd his wrinkled fronÈ;
And now, instead of mounting barbed steeds'
To fright the souls of fearful adversaries,
He capers nimblY in a ladY's chamber,,
To the lascivious. pleasing of a lute.+
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The apparent motive behind Richard's attitude to this choice of

activities,

as suggested by his vocabulary, is a moral condemnation of

anorous subjection to women, but the ambival-ence of his stance is

made

explicit in the narrowed focus on his o\'rn state which follows, in which
he seems primarily to regreÈ his own inability

to perform. He is "not

shap'd for sportive tricks, / Not made to court an amorous looking-

glass" (I.i.14-5),

and his befief that he has been cheated by "dissembling

Nature" (I.i.19) provides a contradictory account of his bitter contempt
for those pastimes enjoyed with a "wanton ambling n)¡mph" (I.i.17) '
Thus Richard can be seen from the beginning of the play presenting his
own

vision of events and of his own character to suit his

purposes, and his practice here, as throughout the first

immed.iate

wooing-scene,

indicates the belief on which he witl act duríng the play - that he can
control the action to gain his desired
Richard uses the stereotype of

portrait,
"v¡eak

furthermore. to justify

ends

woman

-

as wanton, and his

o\^ln

self-

not only his discontent with this

piping time of peace" (I.i.24),

buL al-so his ambition and

villainous designs:
And therefore, since I cannot prove a lover,
To entertain these fair well-spoken days,
I am determined to Prove a villain'
And hate the idle pleasures of these days.

(r.i.2B-31)
His argument \^/orks by rhetoric and emotional appeal rather than by
reason, and his use of the conventional image of

\^7oman

suggests the

way in which the play's female characters witl recurrently become the
scapegoats of his plans and excuses" Similarly, when Clarence enters'
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Richard makes their brother Edward's contrasting attitude and weakness

for

women

both the cause of"Clarence's imprisonment and the justifi-

cation for a general statement on the upset caused in the smooth running
tr
Edward will be
of the world "when men are rul td by women" (I .i.62).'
criticized

throughout the play for his amours and for his acquiescence

in eueen Elizabeth's advancement of her famity; Richard's attack on the
power of such "mighty gossips in this monarchy" I.i.83) as the queen and
Jane Shore is an appropriate preparation for the way in which he will

in the play, and for the conflict between him and the

treat the

women

women \^/ho

so consistently pierce his dissembling mask.

Given such a preamble, the audience is not surprised to hear that

Richard's wooing of Anne will

be

...not all so much for love
As for another secret close intent,
By marrying her which I must reach unto.

(r.i.r57-9)
lVoman

is thus a means to an end, an inert object to be incorporated

into Richard's design. Anne serves in this scene as an effective foj-l
for those

v¡omen who

will follow; she embodies the stereotype of femafe

passivity, and her vulnerability to the force of Richard's will provides
the audience with its first
Cfemen

view of his power and skill

states that
Anne is for Richard a mere object, and not
a real 'antagonist'. Her function in the
scene is largely that of revealing Richard's

character. Moreover, the scene, which lacks
any basis in the source, is curiously
unrelated to the maìn action of the play, fot
Anne and the marriage for which Richard

in manipul-atíon.

a7

strives are of little

importance later on.6

Anne's importance as a dramatic mechanism to spur Èhe display of

Richard's technique and character is thus emphasized, and this early
scene functions as well to demonstrate woman's inabilitv

action.

to affect the

It is in fact Richard's lack of concern for Anne as a person

which links the scene to later developments in the p1ay, for his

attitude indicates both his will-inoness to exploit those more human
feelings which cause

Anne I s

susceptiblity to his rhetorical and dramatic

persuasion, in order to accomplish his goa1s, and, with the later
suspicion that he has hurried on her death, his eagerness to dispose of
those no longer useful.
Anne's influence on the audience's understanding of the protagonist

is direct as wel-l as indirect. In addition to reveal-inq his nature
through their interactíon in this scene, her descriptions of him as
"bfack magician" (r.ii.34)

a

and "defus'd infection of a man" (I.ii.78)

begin the characterization of Richard which will be continued

and

developed in the speeches of vengeful women throughout the pfay. In

their accurate evaluation of the protagonist, the female characters of
Richard III perform as do their counterparts in Lovers Lal¡our-''s Lost,

to reinforce the ímpressions which the audience has received from the
speeches of the men themselves, and to articulate clearly the fl-aws

evident in the men's words and actions. Anne's criticisms of Richard's
past deeds, furthermore, introduce the notion of a retributj-ve
of time which Margaret wíIl establ-ish and the other two

scheme

women develop

to anticipate his downfall; her curses and appeal-s invite Richard to
beconre, as she is, a spectator to the unnaturaf state his "deeds

B8

inhuman and unnatural-" (I.ii.60)

have provoked:

For thou hast made the happy earth thy hell,
Fill'd it with cursing cries and deep exclaims.
If thou deligrht to view thy heinous deeds,
Behold. this pattern of thy butcheries.
(r. ii. sl-4)
Richard, however, is concerned in thi-s scene only with performing,

and

his delight will come. after Anners exit, with his recollection of

a

successful performance. Unlike 'the Princess and her ladies, then,
Anne fails

to perceive the

mode

in which the male protagonist is

operating, and she is accordingly unable to counter the demonic appeals
he makes to her finer qualities,

in striking contrast to the capacity

which Rosaline in particular demonstrates in Act V of Love's Labour's

Lost, to pierce through the rhetorical appeals of the dissembling
Berowne

in order to evaluate and correct the faults in his attitudes.

Clemen

points out Richard's skill in provoking Anne to

increased passion, which burns out her fury

an

before the transition to

wooing; in leaping from dissimulation to an open avowalof his misdeeds,
which causes Anne to accept his candor as genuine; and in exploiting

the psychological distance between her wish for his destruction

and

the accomplishment of that deed. He concludes that:
Richard's strategy for converting Anne is
a true off-spring of his diabolical nature:
he conquers by appealing to the best in the
person he is seeking to win over - but to a
best that is often at the same ti-me a weak
spot which he quickly and cunningly exploits.T
MacNeir adds, moreover, that Anne's extravagant attitude of mourning in

itself

makes

her vul-nerable to Richard's consideral¡fe dramatic power'
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and that she surrenders in the wooing-scene to a more conscious
a

tragedian and a better actor."

Anne's function in the scene is thus doubJ-e-edged, and corresponds

to the audience's dual response to Richard. Despite her fears that both
his heart and tongue are fal-se, Anne cannob comprehend either the extent
of his acting or, as Elizabeth will later u¡rderstand when he sues for
the hand of her daughter, the possible motives for his actions
duplicity.

She

is less capable an opponent than the other

and

fema1e

characters, and her attempt to hold centre stage and make of Richard
spectator is a naive

one

- only the increased suffering at his

a

hands

which the play brings about will lead her to an acceptance of the rol-e

in which the

women

of Richard IfI are most effective - that of

a

Chorus-like qroup of commentators on the proceedings, who present

a

consistent antagonism to Richard's plans and who provide the audience
with an alternate and more encompassing vision of the play's direction
and import.

Nevertheless, Anne does operate as an observer offering the
audience an accurate evaluation of the protaqonist's character; she is

perceptive enough to

name

Richard as a dissembler, although she cannot

recognize the deceit of his decl arations to her. Anne's recitation of

his past history, on which her epithets for him are based, supplies
information essential- to the development of the plot and to the control
of audience response to the protagonist, and she provides the evidence
which reinforces his announcement that "l am determined to prove

a

vil-lain" " Her initial- reactions to his interruptj-on of the funeral
procession, then, establish Richard's character in the eyes of the

on

audience, while her wulnerability to his powerful personality and. her

wíllingness to accept him in the role of

humbl-e

penitent demonstrate

the compeltíng force which exists alongside the diabolica1 evil of
his nature.
The circumstances in which Richard accosts Anne, of course,

reinforce the audience's impression of his po\^¡er, a po\^rer which Richard
himself, in his soliloquy following Anne's exit, praises as unigue:
Was
Was

ever
ever

woman
vroman

in this humour woord?
in this humour won?
(r.ii .228-9)

Anne, the victim who has lost both the husband and the father who shoul-d

serve as her protectors and defenders, presents in sequence the
audience's dual response to the play's central character. the man
has caused her social and political

who

helpl-essness. Her awareness lags

behind that of the audience, but Richard's

ovTn

appreciation of the

irony of the sit,uation insists upon our recognition of the two responses
demanded:

What: I that kil-l'd her husband and her father
To take her in her heart's extremest hate,
i¡üith curses in her mouth, tears in her eyes
The bl-eeding witness of her hatred by,
Having God, her conscience, and these bars
against me,
And T no friends to back my suit withal
But the plain devil and dissembling looks And yet, to win her, all the world to nothing!
(r.ii.231-8)
In the drama which Richard directs and in which he assiqns himsel-f the
starring ro1e, then, Anne has funcÈioned as a supporting player to
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suppfy him with the first
d,azzLe

real proof of hís ability to control

and

the rest of the cast. For the time bein9, he is successful in

his attempt to control the situation and the other characterst it is
not until the end of the play that the female characters, having
recognized their own limited powers to act and their inability

to stop

Richard's ambitious progress, can force upon the protagonist a confrontation with the limitations of his dissembling, and with his ultimate
powerlessness to change the course of events.
Anners performance seems as wel-l- to confirm Richard's opinion of
women

of his

as unimportant, for he turns in his soliloquy from the appreciation
o\^in

successful performance to a disdainful appraisal of Anne's

poor show - of her rapid forgetfulness of her murdered husband,

whose

virtues Richard enumerates, and of her willingness to "abase her
eyes" (r.ii.241)

on a new suitor who himself admits that his "afl not

equals Edwardrs moiety" (I.ii-25o).
Anne,s finer qualities,

Atthough he has appealed to

as well as to her vanity, and thus won his

suit, in evaluating the episode he considers only her lack of perception
about his. true nature, and presents a sarcastic evaluation of her

vision of him:
I do mistake my person all this whilel
life, she finds, although I cannot,
Myself to be a marvellous proper man(r"ii.253-5)
Upon my

Ironic as his words are, Richard's very real sense of his manipulative
powers and personal appeaf contradict the excuse he has used to justify
his choice of the role of villain,

and the sofiloquy whj-ch ends this
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scene moves from the bitterness of his opening tirade against

"dissembling Nature" to the delight which the star performer experiences

in witnessing his own ability to dissemble:
f'11- be at charges for a looking glass. . . .
Shine out, fair sun, till- I have bought a glass,
That f may see my shadow as I Pass.

(r.ii .256, 263-4)
Richard comes to his next encounter with the female characters of

the play fresh from his success in the wooing-scene, but the triumphant
act is not to be repeated without the effectiveness of skil-ful
competition. Rossiter

comments on

this development in symphonic terms:

Richard esta-blished, his cruel and sardonic
effectiveness demonstrated on Clarence and
Anne, there arises against his Carf Orff-l-ike
music the one voice he quails before (if but
the sub-dominant notes of Margaret
slightly):
prophecy
of doom, to which the ghosts
and her
will walk in the visionary night before
Bosworth. It is a conflict between a spirit
and a qhost.Y
While Margaret's performance has the most immediate dramatic po\¡¡erf
even Elizabeth. whose lack of control over events is disguised by her

influence on Edward, presents a more realistic

evaluation of the

situation and a less-easily deluded opposition to Richard. Her opening
conversation with Rivers and Grey' concerning the state of Edward's

health and her fearful anticipation of her own position should he die,
makes

clear the precariousness of her povrer in the kingdom" Like Anne,

she depends for her security totally

on her male connections - hence

the advancement of the lrloodville party which Richard has already

criticized - but her political

experience provides her with a less

naive perspective, and enables her to see through the solace which Grey
attempts to offer, that, in the event of Edwardts death, "The heavens
have bfessed you with a goodly sont / To be your comforter when he is

politicaf

gone" (r.iii.9-I0).

realist that the queen is learning to

become, she turns from the blessing that Heaven has provided to the

treatment Èhat Richard is l-ike1y to offer under the guise of friendly
promises, from the illusion of filial

reality of political
ìL I. L^
IIç

ruI

.i

IÞ

comfort and support to the

helplessness:
^

) VUI1Y

,

and his

*ì
¡nri
rLrr¡¡v!

! +rz
uJ

Is put unto the trust of Richard Gloucester'
A man that loves rrot me' nor none of You.
( r . iii
.11-3 )
Her eval-uation iS, Of COUrSe, accurate. as the events of the play will

bear out and as the audience, given the soliloquies' revelations of
Richardts character, can readily accept; the situation El-izabeth

anticipates here will eventually parallel that of Margaret' who has fost
her family and her powerr and to whom the threat of death is fess
painful than the isol-ation of her banishment from court.
In this scene, nevertheless, although Elizabethts suspicions
indicate an

a\Áiareness beyond

that of Anne or of the

men who

attempt to

comfort her, she is still- operating with limited self-a\¡tareness,

her avowal of humility in the víew that

God

and

has "rais'd me to this

carefu] height / From that contented hap which I enjoy'd" (I'iii'83-4)
reseÍùcles Richardts later and more blatant thankfulness for his
hunility.

The audience may more readily accept her declared preference

for a less exafted role -
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I had rather be a country servant-maid
Than a great queen, with this condítion,
To be so baited, scorn'd, and stormed at:
Small joy have I in being England's queen
(r.iii.107-10)
but Margaret's comparison of their states and bitterness at the loss of
power she has experienced present an implied reproof of the statements

which both Richard and Elizabeth make about theír reluctance to

assume

high places. Elizabeth as wel-l- pl-aces the guilt of the past and its
consequences in the future in a distorted relationship;

at the height of

her power and aware of the dangers pressinq round her, she yet

hopes

that she may not have to face a future at Richard.'s hands. Furthermore,
while Richard will at least admit the wrongs done to Margaret, and,
for the sake of his role of humil-ity, publicly "repent r/ My part
thereof that I have done to her" (I.iii.307-9)

, FLLzabeth, despite the

evidence of her ambitious designs ín the past and present, refuses to
acknowledge the guilt consequent on the rise of her party to power.
She is operating in a mode of denial, while Richard acts according to

his belief that an apparently penitent confession, accompanied by

a

variety of excuses, will continue to serve to erase his past and to
prevent its harmful consequences in the future.
seen the success of this belief in the first

The audience has

wooing-scene; the

culminating statement of the philosophy comes in the second, in which
Richard sues for the hand of El-izabethrs dauqhter:
Loek, what is done, cannot be now amended:
Men shall deal unadvisedly sometimes,
Which after-hours gives feisure to repent,
(rV. iv .204-6)

Such minor episodes as

Richard's refusal to live up to his promise of

an earldom for Buckingham reinforce the audience's understanding of the

l-imitation to the protagonist's vision, while the fact that it is this
ommission which leads Buckingham to ponder "made I him king for this?"

(IV.ii.119) indicates the siqnificant role which this flaw in Richard's
method

plays in his downfal]. Richard bel-ieves himself free to alter

his own character and the pattern of events; it is Elizabeth

who,

having learned. to recognize her own po\^rerlessness to control events in

this world, will confront the protagonist with the l-imitations of his
manipulative skil-l

.

At this early point in the play, then, both Elizabeth and Richard
attempt to distort the rigid pattern of cause-and-effect which
Margaretts curses assert.

Until Elizabeth has experienced the loss of

her supposed power, through her influence overherhusband, she wil-l
neither recognize nor acknowledge her own helplessness in the political
sphere and the frustration which this helplessness engenders; accord-

ingly, her antagonism to Richard. in this scene is weakened by her
attempt to hold off a complete weighing of the future she may anticipate

at his hands with a prayerful appeal:
..,vre know your meaning, brother Gloucester;
You envy my advancement and. my friends'.
God grant we never may have need of youl
(r . iii

.7

4-6)

Her grasp of the situation is exposed as flawed by the entrance

of Margaret¡ a seasoned political
EO

performer who possesses the ability

evaluate her opponent's tactical ploys, his manipulative prowess
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and his motives. Richard's response to her participation

in the debate

- the reco]lection of her bloody past - díverts the course of the third
scene from its new focus on the wrongs done to Margaret, on the

"wrangling pirates" (l.iii.I58)
from her, and particularly

who have \.^rrested

her powerful position

on that "gentle villain"

(I.iii.l-63),

dissembling Richard, but the old queen is no political

easily

s\.izayed

the

novice to be

so

from her Purpose:

Whatl \^/ere you snarling al-I before f came,
Ready to catch each other by the throat,
And turn vou all your hatred on me now?

(r.iii.1B8-90)
Richard has attempted to make his outspoken opponent serve as
common enemy,

against

whom

he can unite the dissident forces he is

trying to control - here, as in the prearranged "scene" with
l-ater, the

women

a

of the court

become

Buckingham

his most convenient scapegoats

- but Margaret is determined to play the rofe she has chosen, and not
one assigned to her by a rival- performer.
once she has moved to centre stage I Margiaret manipulates the

attention given her b1z the other characters to make the points only
she, from the vantage point of her age' past involvement, and present
detachment, has the perspective to perceive fully.

Bilton

Margaretts performance in this scene that:

rn her first appearance (Act r, scene 3), she
estal¡tishes contact with the audience, and a
clear-eyed view of Richard and the others. in
a series of asides, before she finally
srveeps down into their midst and cafls down
her curses upon them. The curses provide
strucÈure and suspense as they come true one

comments on
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by one, minor wheel-of-fortune stories being
enacted within the main onu.10
Buckingham, like Richard, attempts to interrupt the fury of her

speeches, \rrith an appeal to "peace, for shame, if not for charity"

(I.iii.272),

but Margaret provides a consistent contrast to Anne's

virtuous weakness in her refusal to be sidetracked from the centralissue:
Urge neither charity nor shame to me:
Uncharitably with me have you dealt,
And shamefully my hopes by you are butcher'd.
My

charity is outrage, life mY shame,
líve my sorrow's ragel
(r.iii.274-8)

And in that shame still

Furthermore, Margaret is skilled as an observer of character and able

to cut through Richardts rhetorical flourishes to define him accurately
as "A murd'rous villain"

(I.iii.I34)¡

she alone is Richard's equal in

the abil-ity to move an audience, and even Buckingham, who will- Iater
assist Richard in his accession through the direction of an important
scene, acknowledges the effectiveness of her performance - "Ily hair

doth stand on end to hear her curses" (I.iii.304)-

Her skill

as

a

performer enables Margaret to perceive Richard's ploys, but her
experience in the political

the other

\Momen,

world al-Iows her, unlike her opponent or

to see beyond the immediate acquisition of power to

a

more encompassing vision of the cause-and-effect relationship of

events in this world. From the beginning, she foresees Richard's

downfall, and his inability,

despite the successful manoeuvers by which

he accumulates an apparently ultimate power, to avoid the consequences

of his evil actions.
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hihat Margaret's speeches provide ín the development of the drama,

then, is a clear and unwavering vision of a dimension suggested in
Elizabeth's expectatj-ons of the future, culminating in her image of the
wheel of fortune - "I fear our happiness is at the height" (I.iii.41).
Even here, then, the queen anticipates the cause-and-effect chain of

events that Richard ignores, and her suspicions are paralleled by the

l-ater fears of the

anon)¡mous

citizens, that they must "look to see

troublous world" (Il.iii.9).

a

These fears the minor fiqures attribute

to a number of signs of political

unrest; the anxiety of the

more

powerful participants in the action is more directly motivated - both

Elizabeth's "A]l-seeing heaven, what a world is thisl"

(I.i.82)

Edward's "o cod: I fear Thy justice will take hold" (II.i.131)
rêqnônqê l-n l-he newS Of C1afenCetS death - but

and

are

a

il- is Maroaref.rs

memories and prophecies which most cl-early give a concrete form to this

pattern, and present it in its entirety.
Berman comments on Marqaret's speeches

that:

Her function, consciously undertaken, is to
nrnrzi ¿la ì n l-ho anrrrl-

nf

t-ì mê nrêqêni.

sense of the guilt of the past.

â qJ-rñnõ

She is the

voice of an order of time which has its own
laws of induction' and'consequence' "ff
Vùhil-e

this is a role in which the other

participate, ín the first

women

of the plav wifl

encounters of the deadly game Margaret

a.l-one

envisions the exactitude of a revenge which takes "an eye for an eye,

tooth for a tooth" as the necessary outcome of the inevitable pattern
rooted in the past. Anne, it is true, has attempted to confront her
qrril-crr wil-h -irrqt qrrch e rlâl-1_êrn- bUt Richafd

haS Countered her

a
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accusation that his bloody deeds were "provoked by thy bloody mind, /

That never dreamt on ousht but butcheries" (T.ii-99-100) with

an

enncnl t-n lrer r¡anitv and a rationale that includes her in his guilt:
Your beauty \,/as the cause of that effect;
Your beauty, that did haunt me in my sleep
To undertake the death of all the world'
So I might l-ive one hour in your sweet bosom

(r.ii.r2L-4).
As he alters the cause-and-effect relationship which Margaret would

strictly

more

d.efine, so he is perceptive enough to determine the justifi-

cation for the

same

inglorious past which will appeal to Eliza-beth;

he

offers assistance to Edlvard as his motive and presents the king's
fogetfulness (a fault of which he will soon become guilty) as the
of his present disfavour:

"I

\,vas

too hot to do

somebody

good' /

cause

Tl:Lat

is too cold ín thinking of it rtov/." (I.iii.311-2)
It is with Marqaret's entrance that the pattern of the play's
events surfaces, as she presents a scheme in which the future is

inexorably determined by the Past:
not by war, by surfeit die your king
As ours by murder. to make him a king!
Edward thy son, that now is Prince of Wales,
For Bdward t:'ry son, that was Prince of lrlales,
Die in his youth by like untimely viol-encel
Thyself a qì.reen, for me that v/as a queen'
Outlive thy glory, l-ike my wretched self!...
Long die thy happy days before thy death'
And, after many length'ned hours of grief,
Die neither mother, wife' nor England's queen!
( r . iii
.L97 -2O3 , 2O7 -9)
Though

RiverS, Dorset, and Hastings are to expect "Some un]ooktd accident"

(I.iii"2I4)

to cut off their lives as the murder they witnessed did
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that of her son, but the full force of her fury is reserved for Richard.
As he is "the troubler of the poor world's peace" (f.iíi.22l),

and as

his crimes are likely to increase, so she anticipates a revenge cosmic
in its proportions, as alf-consuming as his guilt:
If heaven hath any grievous plague in store,
Exceeding those that I can wish upon thee,
O, l-et them keep it til1 thy sins be ripe,
And then hurl down their indiqnation
On thee

(r.iii.2L7-20).
The exact rel-ationship of Margaret's desired plan of revenge to the past

crimes of those she curses indicates a rigourous application of the laws

of induction and consequence, and the most startling reinforcement of
this rigid

scheme comes

v/ith the response of Clarence's children to

Elizabeth's grief, following the death of

Edward:

Boy. Ah, aunt! You \^/ept not for our father's
death:
can we and thee with our kindred tears?
Girl. our fatherl-ess distress was left unmoan'd;
Your window-dolour lj-kewise be unwept!
Hov¡

(rr.ii.62-s)
In the world of Richard ITI, then, it is the innocent and the cynically
worldly wise, l-inked by their political

helplessness, who offer the

uncompromising moral vision which comments on and ultimately informs

those centrally ínvolved in the kingdom's power-dealing, and it is in

their eventual recognition of this helplessness that the female
characters' dramatic function in the plav is founded.
Richard!s accompl-icesr on the other hand, like the protaqonist
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hímself, are concerned either with the manipulation of perspective to
accomodate their leader's purposes or with the denial of a moral

structure on the basis of Machiavellian political
I äos¡ri
.l-n
Heqti
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raqnnndq
!sJyv¡¡so

(III.ii.37)

nf i on nf

thought. Catesby

Enol anrl as e rrtnJ- f pri ncr stelg"

with the rational-e that "rtwill

never stand upright / ÎiII

Richard \,vear the garland of the real-m" (III.ii.39-40)

, while Buckingham's

debate with the Cardinal epitomizes the ongoing conflict between the

of conventional morality.

philosophy of expedience and the institutions
As Berman cofiìments:

In the story of Richard TII Shakespeare
found ready to hand the equivalent of a
workable myth in whích the 'natura.lt and the
traditional engage in what is quite literally
a death struggle. He writes...of far more
than the involvement of political ideologies.
He writes of a world of order attacked by the
anarchv of the self.12
The ease with which Buckingham overcomes the Cardinal's scruples is

thus indicative of the ascendancy of Richardrs party, and the encounter
clearly displays the dynamics of the protagonist's success.
This success is increasingly countered by the femal-e characters of
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The death of the tvTo young princes at the hands of their uncl-e is the

turning point in the role of the other

vnomen,

but their participation

in Margaret's hunger for reveng'e and her dramatic function has

been

prepared for as the events have unfolded. The Duchess's early
reminders to her son of the virtues he lacks, and her response to the
Archbishopts assurances of Richardts graciousness - "I hope he is;

but yet let mothers doubt" (lI.iv.22)

- continue the contrast between

IO2

the two groups of characters esta-l¡lished in Elizabethrs initialconversations with the men of the play, and in this scene the speeches

of both

\.vomen become

more generalized. and antícipatory.

The Duchess

presents the past which al-fies the women, by speaking of the
"Accursed and unquiet wrangling d.ays" (II.iv.55)

many

she has known, while

Elizabeth's vision of the future and the risinq of Richard's star

moves

from forebodings about the state of her family's fortunes to a gener-

alized perception repeated in the anxÍety expressed by the citizens:
Ay mel I see the ruin of my housel
The tiger now hath seiz'd the gentle hind;

Insulting tyranny begins to jet
Upon the innocent and aweless throne:
!'Ielcome, destruction, blood, and massacrel
I see, as in a map, the end of all.
(rI.iv.49-54)

The prophecy remains, as yet, forml-ess, but the cl-ear pattern for the

future which Margaret has asserted is soon to be validated; the
of her curses is dramatically established by the recollection of

power
Grar¡

and Rivers just before their deaths. The tv¡o men speak as well of her

curse on Hastings. who wiII be the next to fall-, and on Buckingham
Richard himself" I¡Ihat

C1emen

and

describes as "the nemesis pattern of the

plot" becomes increasingly clear from this point, and it is in the
recognition of this pattern that the

women

are divided from the

men

of the play.
The female characters become, as well, increasingly self-conscious
¡l.rn:rr- {-l.rair narfgll¡1¿¡ce

in the actiOn.

In her firSt

appearance,

Margaret has incl-uded Elizabeth in her disdain for those who fail- to

perceive the rigidity

of the moral

scheme she

presents, and has pointed
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out the narrowness of Elizabeth's visÍon:
Poor painted queen, vain flourish of my fortunel
V'Ihy strew'st thou sugar on that bottled spider'
Whose deadly web ensnareth thee about?

Fool, fooll thou whet'st a knife to kill thyself.
The day wil-l come that thou shalt wish for me
To help thee curse that poisonous bunch-back'd
toad.

(r.iii.24r-6)
Tdith the death of Edward and her announcement of the "act of tragic

viol_ence" (II.ii.39)

which she will ptay, Elizabeth has been forced to

widen her own perspective and has implicitly

accepted Margaret's

theatrical evaluation of her role, as "The fl-attering index of a direfulpaqeant" (IV.iv.85) . I{ith the murder of her t\n/o sons she recalls
Margaret's prophecy to confirm explicitJ-Y¡ âs have Rivers and Grey, the
r¡ision:
rz:lìäitr¡
of
the nlrf r'rrroenrs
L).
vt
v @!¿ur
Yuev¿¡

o: thou d.idst prophesy the time wou1d come
That I should wish for thee to help me curse
That bottled spider, that foul- bunch-backed toadl
tIV.av. /Y-ór)
Anne is correspondingly forced to admit the effectiveness of the

curse she has uttered against hersefff unlvittinglY. in the wooingscene, and uses her new knowledge to attempt control over her destiny:
Anointed l-et me be with deadly venom'
And die ere men can say, God save the ctrueen:
( rv. j- .6I-2)
As Berman points out, the women here gain a mystical and prophetic

vision of time, in contrast to Richard's pragmatic and secular view,

ro4

according to which time is a commodity to be used and controlled by the

force of the individual- wilf:
The contingencies of time falf into a
which stretches from past to future:

scheme

he

lives in the world of the conditíonal-, in

which things happen according to the direction
i-mposed upon them. Times does not exist in
this sense for the defeated...The defeated

live in the midst of horror recollected
anticipated. 13

t¡Jhat

and.

iq n¡rtiorr'lar'lv effec:tiwe about their afternative vision of the

action is the po\.{er of the women's speeches, both as they control the
audience's perception of the plot and as they come increasingly to
correspond with the weakening of Richard's power.
The femal-e characters themselves comment on their role in providing
vocal- opposition to Richard, and suggest its source in the frustration
engendered by their restricted. power= to act.f4

to the Duchess's query -

"Inlhy should

(IV.iv.t26) - indicates her

Elizabeth's response

calamity be full of words?"

a\^rareness

that she has no other recourse,

and her frustration that even curses may affect only the emotíons of
J-ha
errv

<na¡l¡ar.
vrvsrlv¿.

Let them have scope: though what they will impart
TJa I n ¡n.l-h ì na
a'l ca
r¡a{- l-harz do ease the heart.
( tv . 1v. t5u-f )
f¡¡YuJ9v'fvuu¿¡uJ

The dialogue which follows, and the exchange between Richard and his

mother, amplifies the theme of words as the only possibl-e alternative

for the action which is denied Efizabeth and the Duchess. The l-atter
sees their attempt as part of the pattern which Margaret has

made
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famil-iar, for she responds to Elizabeth's justification

with a further

defence of the Pov/er of cursing:

If so, then be not tongue-tied: 9o with me,
And in the breath of bitter words let's smother
My damned son, that thy sweet sons smother'd'
(IV.rV.LJ¿-4)

Her reaction to Richard's questions' on his entrance, indicates that

this violence is as well a substitute for the action which might
nror¡enl-crf her invol-vement in the guíIt of his rise to power, for
v!v

have
she

ve¡rees

identifies herself

as

...she that might have intercepted thee,
By strangling thee in her accursed womb,
From a1f the slaughters, wretch, that thou
hast donel
(fv.l-v.lJt-Y)

lriith more sympathetic motivation than that of Lady Macbeth, the

Duchess

here makes a similar denial of her maternal- instincts and womanly
compassion; by this poínt in the history of Richard IIT ' all of the
women

are rejecting the gentle, passive role and virtuous weakness of

Anne in the wooing-scene.
The Duchess's implj-cation, in this speech, that she has been

unwittingly involved in the evil- of Richard's actions, suggests another
dimension of the commentary which the women provide on Richard III'
Although they articufate a sternly mora1 scheme against which the

protagonist's wrong-doing must be measured, the distinction between the
three major female characters of Richard ffI and their counterparts in
the comedies - embodiments of virtue and characteri,zed as a cfear
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contrast to the flaws of the male characters - is an important one'
l{hile Elizabeth has adopted the guise of wronged innocence in response
to Richardts antagonism - "My 1ord, you

d.o me

shameful injury'

/

Falsely to draw me in these vile suspects" (I.iii.88-9) - her warning
and his
to Derby concerning his wife's "proud arrogiance" (I.iii.24),
defense that this criticism is founded on "The envious slanders of her

false accuserstr (I.iii.26),

make

clear Elizabeth's implication in the

ambitious intrigue and power-dealing which wil-I later collapse her

position.

o\'nln

Richard has already comnented on her involvement to Clarence,

to Rivers:
a¡¡l lgyuu
ronaa1_ e thc r¡rârnì
YYqt¡r¿r¡Y na ì n h i s adviCe

QIlu

fa i r
She may help You to manY I@!I
And then Ceny her aiding hand
And lay tl:ose honours on -'n'rv
J v ur

nrafarmantq

yr9!ç!$rurluv,

therein,
h-i¡h
Ir!Yrl

Àaqart

(r.íii.94-6)
Further evidence of her influence, and of her readiness to use it,
emerges in her decision to "acquaint his majesty / of thlose gross taunts
that oft I have endurrd" (r.iii.105-6),

and regardless of our sympathy

for her abuse at the hands of Richard here and el-sewhere in the p1ay,
Lhe scene places Elizabeth in the circle of those who ' to a greater or
lesser extent, have invited the fate visited upon them by the ruthless
Richard.

This is again shared by all the women, and most immediately
apparent ín Margaret, whose foul and mercil-ess deeds Richard alfudes to

in his attempt to alleviate the force of her accusations of himAlthough no specific guilt is attributed to the Duchess of York,
at least conscious enough of a sense of general guilt to

deny

she

rò
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responsibili tY fçr Ri.chardr s. r¡!.ces:
He is my son, êy, and therein mY shame;
Yet from my dugs he drew not this deceit

(rr.ii.29-30),
while Anne berates herself for the responses that fed to her invol-vement
in her husband's destructive progress, for the "womanrs heart" (IV.i.78)
Which left her po\¡/erl-ess to resist him. This impression of a general

corruption is reinforced as
¡ìt. i zcnq,

rÀ7hôsê
rYf

rv

vv

\,^rel-l

by the anxious

comments

of the

anonfmous

evaluation of the state of the nation is that

All may be welf; but, if God sort it so,
'Tis more than we deserve, or I expect.
(

Richmond's victoryf

according to this vision of the p1ay, then, purges
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Of RiCh.ard; it

can be Seen aS

a

correction of "the grossness of this age" (III.i.46)

' as a cl-j-max to
the destruction of the guilty past in which Richard, among others,
has taken part.

Margaretts finaf appearance marks the movement of the play from the

,'díre induction" (.IV.iv.S) of the first
as bitter,

black, and tragical"

acts to the "consequence / ...

(IV"iv"6-7) which Richard's actions

have produced. Her asides during the lamenLs of Efizabeth and the
Duchess gather the multitude of murders into a clear pattern of "dying

debtIs]" (IV.iv.21), without pa]rment of which the drunken unrest of
England can never be purged. Even Richardrs fratricide

becomes the

justice of an avenging God, and Margaretrs words on the appropriateness
of his motherts Sorrow present a vision of that "troub.ler of the poor
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¡¡7ôrldrq rleâc:e" aS the SCOUrge of God./ aS "helltS
/

/ Õn]\¡ rosêrv,d their
vtlLf

factor,

black intelligencer,

to buy Souls / Anð' Send them Lhither"

(IV.iv.71-3); she tel-ls the Duchess that
From forth the kennel of thy womb hath crept
A hefl+Iound that doth hunt us all to death" '
O upright, just, and true-disposing God,
How do T thank thee, that this carnal cur
Preys on the issue of his mother's body,
And makes her pue-fellow with other's moanl

(IV.ív.47-8 ' 55-B)
Margaret emphasizes that the Duchess, in giving birth to Richard, is

inadvertently caughÈ up in the consequences of his actions. The women,
like England itsel-f, are involved in the evj-l which Richard embodies,
and their helplessness and growing al'/areness reflect the same process
in the bodY Politíc.
The women yet retain their capacity for perceptive observation,

which produces in this act a revel-ation of Richard's growing uneasiness'

fühile Anners final appearance is framed by indications of Richard's
control over her - in the scene following he gives Catesby instructions

to ,,give out- / That Anne, my queen, is síck and like to die" (rv-ii56-7), and plans to "take order for her keeping cfose" (IV-ii.52) -

she

is al¡te to perform a unique function in the drama by mentioning the
"timorous dreams" (IV.i.84) which d.isturb her husband's sleep as the
first

indication that his boundl-ess self-confidence has been shaken'

Thissuggestionisreinforcedintheinconsistencyofhisargument
wit.h El-izabeth in the second wooing-scene; Richard v/avers between the
recognition that "I cannot make you what amends I woul-d(' (fV'iv"312)

for the past \,rrongs he has done her, and the attempt to

make
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reparations:

foss you have is but a son being kíng;
by that loss your daughter is made queen. ".
Again sha1l you be mother to a king;
And alf the ruins of distressful times
Repair'd !'/ith double riches of content.
(IV.iv.3l0-l , 320-2)
The
And

The significance of these indications, and in particular of Anne's
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of the accompl-ishment

stage of Margaret's curse on her opponent:
The worm of conscience still begnaw thy soul
No sfeep close up that deadly eye of thine,

Unless it be whife some tormenting dream
Af frights thee \.rith a hef I of ugly devils
(.L.al-l-.¿z¿,

Hence

I

l

¿23-t)

internal and externa] devel-opments coincide: as the power of his

opposition - represented by the female characters -

gro\^7s, Richard's

¡nnf.iripnr:e becrins fo deeline, and thiS develOpment CulminateS in the
teYfl:v

uvIMuç¡¡vç

battte of Bosworth, preceded by the appealance of ghosts from his
1 !-.
-.-l
9Llf,-LLy
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The protagonist is. thus moving towards a confrontation with the

reality that the female characters have pointed out, and the audience
recognized, from the initial
por¡/er

stages of Richardts accumulation of

- that he cannot escapeindefinitely from the consequences of his

evi] in the past. The second \.,iooing-scene provides the clearest
statement of the opposing visions of the protagonist and the female

characters, while Richard's failure to attain his objective stands in
stronc¡ contrast to his earl-ier successes, epitomized in his wooing of
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Anne. I^Ihile he employs a variety of previously successful techniques
to avoid confronting his 9ui1t, Elizalceth returns consistently to her
list of hrs past crimes , for which he must take responsibility'
,,unl_ess thou could'st put on some other shape, / end not be Richard
that hath done al-l this-"

(IV'iv'289-90) '

Throughout the course of

the play,S events, Richard has played a varíety of roles and has altered
his shape to fit hj-s purposes, and the recurrence of the acting metaphor
has convinced the audience of his pride in his skill

as a performer;

Elizabeth,s words, however, strip the illusion from the reality of his
natureandpointouttheinsepara-lcilityofhispastactionsfromhis
character. Furthermore, Richard has assumed that he can alter not only
his own shape but the shape of events to suit his purpose. and he must
shaped
now recognj-ze that he cannot alter events, that they are being
by a greater Power than his.
ThedynamicsofthissceneindicatehowthoroughlyElízabeth
has assumed the role of the departed Margaret, and how far she has come
from her earl-ier susceptibiJ-ity to Richard's arguments' His attempt
todenypersonalresponsibilityforthedeathoftheyoungprincesis
firmly countered by her recognition that "whose hand soever l-anch'd
their tender hearts , / T hy head, att indirectly, gave direction"
(1V.iv.225_6),andneitherhisrepentancefortheunadvisedactions
,,Vùhich after-hours gives leisure to repent" (TV.Lv.296) nor his promise
of

,'many goodl-y

days" (rv.iv.323) to come for her and her family

can

soften E].izabeth's stern vision of his wrong_doing. Like Margaret,
shec]-arifiesthepatternofRichard'sguiltyrisetopowerbyplacing
it in the context of Englandrs turbulent past, and her responses to
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his arguments give repeated evidence of the reafistic

perspective

she

has gained through her experiences. Her reasons for opposing his suit

are "Too deep and dead, poor infants, in their graves" (fV'iv'366),
and her constant remembrance of the past l-eads as well to the realistic

recoqnition that her daughter's life and promised title
"As long as helf and Richard likes of it"
None

(IV-iv-357)

will last only

.

of the evasions which have served Richard and his party to

thís point, then, has any effect on Efizabeth's refusal- to acquiesce
in his'þreat designs" (IV.iv.42O) ¡ it is significant that she resists
1"ic,rrainr
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and state

of times"

(IV.iv.419)

which has

defeated the Cardinalrs moral scrupl-es. Elizabeth's persistence in

articul-ating a retrihutive

scheme

of time recall-s Margaret's earlier

opposition to the protagonist, and while she has claimed to have

"much

less spirit to curse" (IV.iv.197) than the Duchess, her verbal skill
indicates how well she has learned the ofd queen's lessons.

The

desperation of her situation is refl-ected in the lengths to which

she

will go to prevent her daughter's becomíng prey to Richardts desígns
- ttlrll corrupt her manners, stain her beauty, / Slander myself as false
to Edward's bed" (IV.iv.207-8) - while her vocaf power is presented
again as an afternative to the action which is denied Efizabeth:
But that still use of grief makes wild grief tame,
My tongue should to thy ears not name my boys,
Titl that mv nails were anchorrd in thine eyes
(IV.iv.230-2) .

Accordingly, in her antagonism to Richard in the proxy wooingr Elizabeth
reverses his distinctions between past, present, and future to declare,

like Margaret, that the present and future are tied to the past

IL2

the poinL which one can foresee or control:

beyond.

King Richard- Harp not on that string'
madam; that is Paston it still shall f til]
Harp
Queen E1ízabeth.
heartstrings break(IV.l-V.JO/-<',l

Their positions are epitomized in his decfaration that he wi]l swear
,,The time Èo come" (IV.iv.387) and in her response, insisting as it

on

does on the pattern of induction and consequence which Margaret has

first

introd.uceo:

That thou hast wronged in the tíme o'erpast;
For I mYself have manY tears to wash
Hereafter time, for time past wrongtd by thee" '
Swar not by time to come; for that thou hast
o'erpast'
Mísus'd ere us'd, by times illtus'd
(1V.iv.391-3' 398-9)
As the

'zomen

have consistently asserted, Richardts destiny witl not be

accomplished until he is forced, by the "thousand several tongues"

(V.iii .Ig4) of his condemning conscience, by the desertion of his own
forces, and. by the external force of Richmond., to confront his past
actions and their

consequences

"

Eliza]¡eth'srecognitionoftherestrictionsplacedonher
political po\,ver has enab]ed her to assume Margaret's role in the drama'
and it is because of their awareness that the two \'{omen are appropriate

figurestoprovidestructuraÌoppositiontoRichardandtodefinethe
limitations of his power. At the same time, furthermore, Elizabeth

j-s

alrle by the end of the play to cross the boundary between vocaf
effectiveness and action, to join her function in the drama as a whole

with the exertion of power wiÈhin the wortd of Richard rII'

she ís
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provoked by Richard's justifications

and call to expedience to beat

him at his ov¡n gane; her responses change after his final appeal, but

the absence of any comments indicating a change in her overalf attitude
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achj-eved his intent, i-n order to l-ull his suspicions whil-e she aids in

the preparations of his enemies. The irony of her deception is
reinforced both by his contempt, reminiscent of hìs criticism of

Anne

after the first wooing-scene, for one who appears to be a "Rel-enting
fool, and shallo\^r-changing weman" (IV.iv.434), and by the fact that
Richard has earlier limited v¡oman's usefulness to that of a tool- for
cementj-ng

political

alliances.

Thus Elizabeth, accepting the restrict-

ions of the female stereotype as she has in recognízing the limitations
+n har
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join her forces with Richmond, who will defeat Richard. She acts,
rather than merely reactingf but in marrying her daughter to the future
king she reasserts the traditional- female role.
As she moves into action, as in her refl-ection on the general-

guilt of her as.sociation with Richard.. Elizabeth ence again refl-ects
the state of the nati.on now wel-coming a force from outside to reject
the emhodiment of its

ov\in

corruption.

The women of S.ichard TII

thus be seen operatÍng on a number of different,

may

and complementary,

levels; their resBonses to the protagonist at once reflect processes
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audience, while their movement towards a recognition of personal
hefpfessness enables the female characters to comment on the l-imitations

of power, as it Ís e¡nbodied in Richard hinseff.
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CONCLUSION

Throughout the course of these three early p1ays, then, shakespeare

presents a critique of the conventional stereotype of woman' unable to
gain a
become immediately involved in the action, his female characters
wider perspective on the other characters and on events within the
worfd of the play, and they thus assume the role of understander and
interpreter. Because of the timitations of the stereotype into which

their society casts them, the

women

Love,s Labour's Lost, and Richard III

of The

Two Gentlemen

of Verona'

develop compensatory skills:

their powerlessness to affect the development of the action, and the
frustration this helplessness engenders, result in a vocal effectiveness
that travels beyond the boundaries of the pfay's action to
to the audience and to shape its experience of the play.
The female characters' role is thus a structural- one '

communicate

Their words,

and the standard established by the behaviour of the women in the two
comedies, provide a means for the audience to judge the male protagon-

ists and to evaluate the action of the plays; the women direct the
audience,s perception of the design of each play. Accordingly, while
the female characters are for the most part restricted to a passive
rol-e within the world of the play itself, in their controf of
audience response they operate as significant dramatic mechanisms '

Their dramatic function has been more commonly recognized in
Richardlllthanineitheroftheearlycomed'ies-itisgenerally
accepted that Queen Margaret and Queen Efizabeth perform as a kind of

1r5

chorus: to the proceedings. The evidence of the two approximately

contemporary plays, however, suggests a pattern to Shakespeare's dramatic
emplovment
comment

of his femal-e characters" As the

on, criticize,

women

of Richard III

and anticipate the downfal-l of the protagonist,

so in The Two Gentlemen of Verona and Love's Labour's Lost the
words and actions provide a more distanced and satirical

the behaviour of the young men than critical

women's

perspective

on

studies have traditionally

affowed. Furthermore, in each of these plays the emphasis is placed
the women's restricted powers to act, and, while each may focus

on

more

pointedly on one aspect of the female rofe than another, the function
of the female characters j-n general illuminates the stereotype of
r¡/oman. To view Richard IfI. in the light of The Two Gentfemen and Love's

Lahour's Lost is to perceive a cl-ear development in the presentati-on

of the \{oman's capacity for a more encompassing, and frequently
realistic,

more

vision of their society"

In The Two Gentlenen of Verona, this. vision is entirely incapable
of affecting the development of action within the comic world; the two
gentlemen determine the. course of events from beginning to end, and the

actiens of Jul-ia and Sil-via at the playts concfusion epitomize their
helples.sness. NevertheleSS, the refationship between their roles

as

passive observers and theír accurate analysis enriches the audience's
ar,fareness

of the desÍgn of the play and its understanding of the

protagoni-sts, and the thoughtfulness necessitated by their restrictions
-iq an imolìeit. ¡nmnonont n'f tha skill

Ir

sII

rrttì/r¡vr

L

çv¡trl/v¡¡v¡r

e

with.which the Princess and her

ladieS play the romantic games of f,ovets la-bour's f.o:t.

Ïn this

comedy,

the inadequacy of the men's. expectatiOnS about women, which has been a

r16

part of the criticism of Veronats young gentlemen, is more pointedly
developed, whife the women's superior control of language and under-

stanriino of real il-r¡ analr] ae
r Çqrru¿r¡Y

l-1ror4

to function at the very centfe Of the

pfay's structure¡ and to exert power over the \¡¡orfd of the play at its
concl-usion.

Richard III,

like The

Tr^¿o

Gentl-emen¡

offers explicit comments from

the female characters themsefves on the relationship between restricted
powers to act and the development of perceptive observation and verbal

skill;

the

women

of the historical play are again able commentators

the protagonist and on the course of events unfOlding on stage.

on

They

provide as well structural opposition to Richard and his ambitious rise
to power even as they reflect,

in the variety of their responses to him,

the devel-opment of the nation's uftimate rejection of himsignifÌcantly.

Most

as in the comedies the female characters have a dramatic

function which is directly related to their role limitations,
Rj-chard fII

the woments consciousness of their

o\'ün

so in

powerl-essness enabl-es

them to present an alternate vision of the pattern of the pfay's events

and to define the l-imitations to his po\¡¡er which Richardmust eventually

confront.
Hence

in these early Shakespearean plays the female stereotype is

m¡do tn sêr\zê a dramatic function and is thus illuminated, but not

denied. Even the female characters' movement into the control of
action at the conclusions of LoverS Labourts Lost and Richard III
qêr\¡ês
this
l-n ¿erzclon
urrrr
v ervy
v e.r

qe¡

asner:t ¡f
qrl/ç

rì-rai r rala

r:thg¡

than tO bfeak

from or to deny the power of the conventional stereotype-

aWay

The

prinr:css
anri her 'l:riicq nersi sf in their res.istance to the nobfemenls
! ! +rreurJ
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suit, while Efizabeth's marrying her daughter to Henry Tudor reinforces
the passive role of

women

in cementing political- alliances " That these

actions do control the outcomes of both plays is in a sense the logical,
if paradoxicalrconclusion to what has gone before: the control which
the femal-e characters are able to exert over the world of the play is,
l-ike their control over audience response, founded in the conventionalstereotype and the unique perspective in which it results-
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I Frank Harris,
The women in shakespeare (London: Methuen & co.
Ltd-, 1911), p- 47. rt is interesting that Harris uses the adjective
"talkative" to dismiss

'vomen

who

are, after all, only joining the men in

their olvn game with a skill and,t.icni+¡z +1-ìã+ ô,lgg.est their verbal_ efforts
deserve more attentíon. A will-ingness to speak up for herself has
traditi-onally been suspect in a woman, and it is one of the domi_nant
characteristics of trvo stock figures in drama, the shrew and the foolish
old woman. pearson, in The El_izabethans at Home (Stanford, California:
California Universitw proqq to57), comments of the El_izabethan
attitude towards the subject that "at this time women frequently suffered
nri t-ì ¡i cm lu*heir
Fa- +'
v4¿u4u¿r¡rr
10ud speech and disagreeable 'clacking of tongues'.
Their running shrill

voices continued to be the point of attack ar_l
through the century.'' (p- rL2) This stereotype, reflected in popular
contemporary literature,

is not surprising; what is startling is that
it shourd persist to blind critical- examination of the characters whose
.)

l-eader, ês T shall point out in my chapter on Lovers Labourrs Lost, is
aware of and consciousllz guards against the danger of being jud.ged
and
disregarded in this fashion.

-? One finds in turn that the

r¡/omen

of Shakespeare,s plays

become

astoundingJ-y different

- as personalities experienced by the reader and
as characters fu-^r-in^i^^ i- +L,r world of the play: according to the
particular axes which various critics have to grind.

Eric stockton,
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for example, in

ttThe Adufthood

of S'hakespearets Heroines"

(.in

shakespearean Essäys, edited by Alvin Thal-er and Norman sanders
The university of Tennessee press I 1964] ), provides

lxnoxville:

a

contrast to Victorian woments interest in the female characters' moral
attributes through his examination of the evidence of their worfdfy
sophistication - the wonen of Lovets Labour's Lost are to him primarilv
"experts in bawdy badinage" (p. 169) . Lesl-ie Fiedler's stud.v of The
stranger in shakespeare (-New york: stein and Day, rg72) is distorted by
his preconception, defended through an analysis of the sonnets, that
shakespeare "began with an antj-feminist bias" (p. l-B); he sees in both
The Two Gentl-emen of verona and Love's Labour's Lost a recurrent
shakespearean myth of men sundered by love or the intervention of
v/omen

- and a singularly unpleasant business it is, according to

Fiedler.

Eric Partrídge's discussion of shakespeare's Bawdy (London:

Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1947, rep. 1968), however, contains some percep-

tive insights into characterization in the plays.

of the distinction

between the bawdy language used by men and that preferred by women he
cornments

that
The sadism orr rather less cruelly, the
brutality or, less brutally, the rmanly'
roughness of so many male terms for tro
copulate (\,rith) ' is as noticeable as the
submissiveness¡ or even the fatal-ism, of
many of the femal_e verbs
(p. 28) .

His further brief refl-ections on the matter suggest that

Shakespeare

presents the convention of femal-e submissiveness to the ma1e, but

that he does not enceurage it-
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-? Ralph M. Sargent, "Sir Thomas Elyot and the Integrity
Gentfemen

of Verona", in

PMLA,

65 (1950), p.

of The

T\,vo

1171.

A

rlrv.

,

}/.

5 r¡ia., p.

LL t L.

1166.

6 ,¡ia., p. rrBO.
1

' Ralph Berry, "Love and Freindship", in Shakespeare's

Explorations in {grm (Frinceton, N.J.:
1972), p.51.
men

Berry's chapter on The

Comedies:

Princeton University press,
Two Gentlemen focuses

on the younq

as figures satirized throughout the ptay for their overly-

conventional behaviour and their propensity for role-playing.

Tt is

thus distinguished from the work of so many other critics who

have

accepted Valentine at least as a romantic idea1, and Prot.eus as failing

only in his change in devotion, an acceptance which has generally led
J-a J-l-ra nanìa¡r

^f

the

fema]e

ChArar:tersr

inspiring of romantically inclined young

ahìliÈw LJ
aurrr

#n
frrn¡{-ìnn
Lv
!u¡¡9
çf v¡r

l-ra<rg¡fl
lsy

lþg

men.

I Agnes Mure Mackenzie, The Women in Shakespeare's Plays (London:
Vlil-l-iam Heinemann Ltd.. L924), p. xii.

- Ibid., p. xii.
10_..

-Lþao"r P. Xr.

L2_..
rÞfo., p, tJ.

14.

--

Michael- Bl-ack, "Character

17 (1974) , p. 113.

in

Shakespeare'r,

in Critical

Rêview,

12I
1q
*"
Peter Bilton,

(New

Commentary and

Control in Shakespeare's Plays

York: Humanities Press, L974), p. 7.
16-Barbara

Bel-l-ow l¡üatson, "On Power and

Signs: Journa] of
Number

V'Iomen

the Literary Text", in

in Culture and Society, 1 (Autumn, L975)

f, p. 112. Cited by Carole McKewin, "Shakespeare Lj-berata:

Shakespeare, the Nature of Women, and the New Feminist Criticism",

Mosaic, 10 (Spring,
f

7 M.K"rirr p.
r

197'7

l-63

), Number 3. p.

161

.

'lR

Smart and Still

'lg

2, p.

in

.

-- Cfara Claiborne Park, "As We Lr-ke It:

Number

,

How a Gr-rl Can Be

Popular", in The .American Scholar, 42 (Spring,

L973)

265.

Ibid., p.

264.

')^
-"
Anne Barton, "The Feminist Stage", â review of Juliet Dusinberre's

Shakespeare and the Nature of Women, in The Times Literary Supplement,

24 ocLober, 1975, p. L259.
)1
-*
McKewinr pp. 158-9.

))
-Jul-iet Dusinberre, Shakespeare and the Nature of

Women (London:

The Macmillan Press Ltd., 1975) , p. 1.
/<
--

McKewin¡

24_,.
fþ4o.,
¿)
--

may be

pp.

L62-3.

p. -LþJ.

Some comments

on Renaissance history and social developments

instructive here. Shakespeare's

r¡¡an1-¡n¡a
auçç}/
La¡ruç

nf
v+

fa--1^
!ellldf

h^1;
g yutr

+i
Lruq¿
^-l

ñôt^7êr
,
}rvws!
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age
].hA
Lrre

is remarkabl-e for its
persons of Bnglandrs
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Mary I and Elizabeth I, Mary of Guise and her daughter Mary' Queen of

scots, and catherine de' Medici, while, according to Doris
stenton, in The English

woman

Mary

in History (London: George All-en

and

Unwin Ltd., Ig57), the existence of a number of highly educated,

primarily aristocratic

women

in the Efizabethan age forced men to

consider anew the social and legal position of women. Lu Ûnily Pearson,

in The Elizal¡ethans at

Home

(Stanford, California:

Cal-ifornia Univer-

sity press, Lg51), and Louis B. Wright, in Middle-class culture in
El-izabethan England (Chapel Hil-l:

The University of North Carolina

press, 1933), both emphasize that, despite the weight of tradition
given to male authority and a view of

v/omen

aS "the weaker vessels",

within the hierarchicaf framework of a househofd the wife

coul-d

operate with a considera-l¡Ie degree of freedom, depending of course

on

the nature of her husband. Books on domestic relations stressed the
intelligence and capability necessary for a

woman

to perform

a

diversity of tasks in the household; as her role contributed to her
husband's success, the coÍìnercial expansion and more v/idely-distributed

wealth of the Tudor era increased the woman's freedom as it augmented

her responsibil-ities

.

26 st".rtofl, p. l4r.
27 st.nton and vüright, as well as Ruth Kefso, in Doctrine for the
Lady of the R-enaissance- (Urbana: University of Ïllinois

Press,

cite a variety of participants in this debate and comment on the
questions raised within one central issue
ôô

-

'o Park cites a speech of Elizabeth r's to her lords that

1956)

,

L¿5

r,though I be a r.{oman, I have as good a couragie answerable to my place

as ever my father had" (pp. 264-5) .

"

Bdmund Spenser, Tkre

Faerie Queene, in The Complete Poetical

works of spenser, edited by R. Neil Dodge (cambridge: The Riverside

Presst 1936), Book I, Invocation, iv, 11. 1-3. Park cites the unpublished
Columbia dissertation of Betty Bandel concerning this discrepancy in the

works of Shakespeare:
Shakespeare never dramatizesf even peripherally,
a learne.d woman (although \^Iomen may be, even
shoul-d be "wise"). Nor, in so many plays that
deal with politics, does he ever present a
woman who is active in politics in her own
behalf, in spite of the example of the

sovereign under whom he spent his formative
years... tElven when a tradition of independent
action clearly exists, as with Cleopatra'
Shakespeare does not use it
(P. 265) .

"?n Robert trf" Hanning, "From Eva to 4Ye in Eglentyne and A1isoun:
Chaucerts Insight into the RoleS biomen Playr', in Signs: Journal of
Women

in Culture and Society,2 (Spring, 1977), Number 3' P.

580.

l-l)act", p. 5ör.

3' *.1-"o p- 6.
,
u'".1-.r, Andrews Kahin. "Jane Anger and John Lyfy", in
Language Quarterl-y,

MQdern

I (March, 1974), Number f " p' 31'

'n ,.otu., P. 35.
Jf,

makes
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,
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a dïstinction between the twel-ve pri.vate moral virtues which

he

124

intends to expound in The Faerie Queene in the person of Prince Arthur,
and "the politicke vertues in his person, after that hee came to

be

king" (p. 136), which he hopes to frame in the next twelve books.
Nevertheless, with the exception of Book I, containing the legend of

the Red Crosse Knight, or holiness, the virtues embodied in the

male

heroes of the existing books are public in comparison to Briomart's

chastiLy; the distinction between these - temperance, friendship,
justice, and courtesy - and political

virtues wou1d still

hold.

The

dichotomy between inward virtues and outward appearances recurs

prominentlv in The

T\uo Gentlemen

of Verona and the discussions held by

its characters concernj-ng the education of a young
Kel-SO, p. ¿Y.

man

to perfection.
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*'l Peter Lindenbaum, in "Education in The
fSfllr]ieq
\vess¿vs

in

trnrrlìeh

r¡

T.il-ar¡trrra!¿çvlsuq¿u,

IÃ

l'qn-.i-^
Lvy!¿¡rìJ,

Two Gentlemen

lo"qlt Jl

LJ

_ Nftrml-rpr
2ì
¡rurtleL
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,

of Verona"
t

f^r

example, maintaíns that Valentine's is an effort to duplicate the

pattern of divine love by means of the comprehensive forgiveness

and

charity which make the gesture humanly implausible, while Sargent, in
"Sir

Thomas

(PMLA,

Elyot and the Integrity of The

Two Gentl-emen

of

Verona'¡

65 [1950] ) , attempts to demonstrate how Shakespeare is al¡Ie to

reconci-le the two ideals of romantic love and mascul-ine friendship
according to the conventions of his age and through the high standards

of conduct which his. characters eventually learn to uphold.

Thomas

Perry, in "Proteus, VJry-Transformed Traveller" (Shakespeare Quarterly,
5 [f954] ), and Vriil-liam O- Scott, in "Proteus in Shakespeare and Spenser:
The Lover's rdentity"

(.shakespeare

Studies, I [1965]), also focus

the education and development of the play's

mal-e

on

protagonists. Fiedler,

on the other hand, in The Stranger in Shakespeare (New York: Stein
Day, l-972), takes the notion of conflict in The Two Gentlemen to its

furthest extreme; he maintains that the play presents
a variant form of a theme found throughout
S.hakespearets work.: men bor:nd together by
friandehirr ârê eundered bv the 'l ove of
women. " "and must somehow make another. mere
fragile compact or s"adly l-earn to part
(p. 30).

and

L

-) Sir Arthur Quìl-ter-Couch

¿I)

and John Dover l¡lilson, "Introduction" to

The Two Gentlemen of Verona (England: Cambridge University Press , l-92I)

p. xi.

Champion, on the other hand, cl-aims that the many who have

criticized the play have done so on the mistaken assumption that
Shakespeare has failed in an attempt to make the characters credible,
and maintains that:

Admittedl-y these characters are onedimensional-: Shakespeare is interested
neither i-n character development nor in
credib]e motivation. Instead he is interested

in the corn-ic potential of a situation
popular with his audience. Hence, the
characters in effect do not determine the
events but merely perform the roles which
the action has pre-determined.
(pp. 25-6)
Clifford Leech, in his "Introduction" to the
Two Gentlemen

Ne\,r

Arden edition oilr'ne

ef Verona (London: Methuen and Co, Ltd.,

1969)

,

woul-d

côôñ +^ ãÂrôô çOr he maintainS that "thiS iS nOt e I/¿q),
nl av where
w¡ls!
s

detail-ed comment on Lhe characters is a worth-while occupationt' (p.

lxiii)-.

On

the basis of this comment, and his belief that t'shakespeare

has used no character directly as a commentator, and has let the comic

Iight play on Valentine, Silvia, Proteus, and Jufia whil-e at the

same

time getting us interested in a double romantic comedy" (p. lxviii),
it is not surprj-sing that Leech seriously underestimates the
êiñni€in¡^^a

^F the female charar-icrs

ìn fhc nlewqr ur¡vuY¡r
yLs.t I elthnrroh

ha
q
rrE afl¡nilg

Julia's important rol-e in the final scene: 'rJufia, of course, though
she is not given many words to speak, is indeed the light of
¿ì¡rz in
vll)u\y

l-ho

'laqt

qnana¡r

In

-lvìrzl

common

,
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-? Peter Bilton,

Co*m"tttt

-
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/rr^-.
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york: Humanities Press , Ig'14) , pp. 43-4. Park, in her discussion of
the female characters in "As We Like Tt:

How

a Girf Can Be Smart

and

Sti11Popu1ar''(T@'42[Spring,L973],Number2)'
considers disguise as one of the techniques by which Shakespeare is able

to "create

women who

were spunky enough to be fun to be with, and still

find ways to mediate their assertiveness so as to render them
nonthreatening as their softer sisters" (p. 265) .

as

This theory becomes

an

important part of Park's analysis of Rosalind.'s role in As You Like It:
The most useful dramatic device for med'iating

the initiative of the female...is the male
disguise. Male garments immensely broaden the
sphere in which femafe energy can manifest
itself. ..once Rosalind is disguised as a man'
she can be as saucy and sel-f-assertive as she
likes...The male characters will accept her
behaviour because it does not offend their
sense of ¡rropriety, the female characters
because (like the audience) they know she's
playing a role. l^iith male dress we feel
secure. In its absence, feminine assertiveness is viewed with hostility, as with Kate
the Shrew, or at best, as with Beatrice' as
Iess than totallY Positive (pp. 2io-t)

Furthermore, Park points out, the assertiveness of the femal-e character

is only temporary, as is her disguise, which is voluntarily relinquished
bv the end of the PlaYRobert iveimann, in ,'Laughing with the Audience: 'The

T\øo

Gentlemen of Verona' and the Popular Tradition of Comedy" (Shakespeare

stud.ies, 22 t19691), also incfudes Jul-ia's disguise as one of the
by which Shakespeare controls the audiencers perspective on The

means

Two

128

Gentlemen, but he does not discuss the technique in any detail, and
nrafarq tô .'ôncêtltrate on the functions of Speed and Launce.
y!v!vr

A

= wiltiam Shakespeare, The Two Gentlemen of Verona, edited with

an

introduction by Clifford Leech (London: Methuen and Co- Ltd-, L969),
Act I, scene i, line 38. Al1 further references to The

Two Gentlemen

of Verona wil-I be to this edition and wil-I be cited parenthetically in
the body of the text.
- Rafph Berry, "Love and Freindship", in SþaEeepeerç]:-lcmedies:
Explorations in Form (Princeton, N.J.:

Princeton University Press,

L972), pp. 50-I"
A

" Wittiam Shakespeare, Twelfth Night, in Inlilliam Shakespeare:
Compfete lrlorks,

The

edited by Alfred Harbage (Baltimore, Maryland: Penguin

Books, L969) | Act II'

scene ii,

l-ines 26-3L.

' Park, p. 272.

7

" Jufiet Dusinberre, Shqlgspeare and the Natur
R

The Macmillan Press, 1975), P. 7I9-

Berry, p. 45.

(London:

L¿Y

NOTES

Chapter III
,ì

' C. L. Barber, Shakespeare's Festive Comedy: A Study of Dramatic
Form and its Relation to Socíal- Custom (Cfeveland: The Worl-d Publishing
Company, 1968), and LaTTy Champion, The

Evolution of Shakespeare's

Comedies: A Study in Dramatic Perspectivgs (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, I97O) .
¿ J.
- .j. Anqerson, rr,l.hc l¡loralìi-.v of Lovers Labourts Lost", in
shakespearg survey, 24 (1971), P. 61. Anderson maintains as well that

have always stood apart from men's attitudes and never become a

women

part of their world, and that this distance produces theír more
passing a\^/areness - their ability

encom-

simultaneously to appreciate wit

and

to ïecognize the limitations and the proper subjects of jest.
?

"

Rrl_ph

Berry, "The Words of Mercury", in Shakespearets Comedies:

Explorations in Form (.Princeton, N.J.:

Princeton University Press,

I912L p. 19.

' P"t.t Bilton, Colrmentary and Control in S@s
(New

York: Humanities fress, L974), p- 50.
Iþl-o., p. )¿.
' Wil-liam Shakespeare, Love's Labgurts Lost, ed'ited with

an

introduction by Richard David (London: Methuen and Co. Ltd"¿ 1951),

130

Act fI., scene i, line l-99. Al1 further references to Lovers Labourts
Lost wilf be to this edítion and will

be

cited parentheticallY in the

body of the text.
R.

" Bertrand Evans, Shakespeare's Comedies (oxford: The Clarendon
Press, 1960). p- 23. Evans further

comments

that:

Hêre, as usually in the comedies, it is the
ladies who hotd the advantage; the gentlemen¡
supposing themselves overpeerers, are from
the outset overPeered.
(p- 22)
He

would, neverthel-ess, agree with Berowne that Boyet, in assisting the

ladies, betrays his

oinzn

sex"

q

' Arrderson in fact asserts that Rosa]ine's attitude towards

Berov¡ne

over the course of the play as she becomes more aware of

hardens

the hurtful potential- of his laughter" I¡lhil-e she ís less critical

to

begin \dith., therìf Rosaline moves to a judgment like that of Maria's
concerning Longaville.
'to
t"
Berry, P. 77.
'l
"* It may be interesting to note that the distinction the Princess
'l

the "outrvard part", or concern for apPearances, and the
inner "workings of the heart" aflies har noqifion on these rnatters with

makes between

¡¡v¿

+L
LII4â+U

of Julia in The
12

Batb"t, p.

tt
"rrti"a

Two Gentlemen

Yve¡

of Verona.

93.

Dusinberre, in Shakespeare and the Nature of

(.London; The Macmil-l-an Press

T¡¡
lLu.r

'lO?tr\
L¿'rr,

^^ñranFc
'-,.*llents

+1r¡+
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i¡
fll

Women
T.n--^ r^
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13t

Labour's Lost Shakespeare puts Petrarchani-sm in the physical- world

confronts it with the facts of life,

with which the men cannot

and

cope

except through an aggressive sexuality"

'* Arrrr" Righter, Shakespeare and the Ïdea of !¡9-!1ey- (Great
Britain:

Penguin Books Ltd-, L962), p. 101'

1q
tt
Arrthorry J. Levris, in Shakespeare's Via Media ín Lovers Labour's

Lost" (Texas studies i,n Literature and Language, 16 [Summer, L974),
Number 2), points out the simil-arities between the men's descriptions
of the contemplative life and the fadies'

commands

for testing their

l-oves; as their desire to play the rofe of courtfy lovers has overcome

the ments desire for a life of solitude and austerity, so it seems the
princess and her ladies return their l-overs to situations approximating
the earlier plan in order to measure the weight of the men's affection.
tu or,rra Barton, "shakespeare and the Limits of Language"' in
Shakespeare Survey, 24 (1971), p- 2L.

t6 roiu., p.

23.
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NOTES

Chapter IV

-f Juliet Dusinberre, in Sh.kelpeat" aod the N.tu

(London:

The Macmiflan Press Ltd., 1975), maintains that the women of Shakespeare's

world are smaller and more domestic characters than their

political

counterparts in the comedies or the tragedies. This is a fairly

critical

observation; Eric Stockton, in "The Adulthood of Shakespeare's

Heroines" (in shakespearean Essays, edited by Alvin Thaler and
Sanders [Knoxvi]-le: The University of Tennessee Press,
comments

cQrrìmon

L9641

that history is primarily a man's world and that

Norman

), also

Shakespeare

"has far more women of central interest in his comedies than his

tragedies or historical plays" (p. 168). Nevertheless,
participation of Ricirard IIIts

comments on the

female characters occurs frequently in

discussions of the play, and the apparent discrepancy seems to be the

result of an inability

to distinguish between capacity for action in

predominantly male worl-d and the alrility

a

to function as a dramatic

mechanism.

" A. P. Rossiter, "Ange1 with Horns: the Unity of
in Angef wÍth Horns and other Shakespeare Lectures
7t+

York: Theatre

Books, 1961), p. 14.

'? Peter Bil-ton,
(.New

(New

York: Humanitie

Commentary and Control-

in Shakespeare's Plays

Leaf blank to correct
nrrmhcri no

rflsr

ç
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ñ-ñ^'t?? f
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!c6ç
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^-

ì?lr
aJ9

IJf

A

= vüiIliam Shakespeare, The T'L

,

edited with an introduction by A. Hamilton Thompson (London:
and.

I4ethuen

co. Ltd. I Lgo'|, fêp. 1932), Act I, scene 1, lines 9-13. AI1 further

references to Richard. Iff will be to this edition and will- be cited

parenthetically in the body of the text.
q
-Tt

l-s

interesting to compare Richard's accusations to the

reflections of Milton on the rul-e of

;i;ï: l| ;:iii

\¡/omen

in Paradise Lost:

?:';:*""

overrrusrins
she will- not brook,
restraint
Lets her frlill rule;
ensue,
thence
if
evilAnd left to herself,
accuse.
willindulqence
She first his weak
(rx. ii.1182-6)
The speech itself

is put into Adam's mouth, but the sentiments expressed

are coherent with Milton's presentation elsewhere in Paradise lost of
the conventional- relígious beliefs for the subjection of women. There
is no reason to believe that a man of Shakespeare's time woul-dn't

have

agreed, at least as concerning the refationship of the sexes in his

household. The subiect ís broached in The

Two Gentlemen

own

of Verona. in

Speed's reaction to the reversal of rol-es between Vafentine and Silvia,
and in Love's Labour's Lost, in Armado's definition of a woman as "a

child of our grandmother Eve" (T.i.251) and as "the weaker vessel"
(I.i.258) according to religious authority.
o

v,Io1fgu.rrg Clemen,

A Commentary on Shakespeare's Richard IIr,

English version by Jean Bonheim (London: Methuen & Co. l,td., L957),
aa

136

t ,¡iU., P. 35. Clemen's first
skilful

observation about Richard's

technique is reinforced by a recent review of the 1977 ptoduction

of Richard IlI at the Stratford Festivaf.

T' E' Kalem maintains that

Richard's wooinq ofAnneprovides''asceneofaudaciouspsychological
insight", and he further comments on this particular performance that
The enticing Martha Henry, who plays Anne'
begins this scene in a tearful- fury and ends
it with a tiny purr of awakened sensuality'
out of his unerring intuition, Shakespeare
knew that a strong emotion at its peak is
vofatile and may be swiftly transformed into
its oPPosite "
(Time, June 20, L977, P' 66)

t *rldo MacNeir, ,'The Masks of Richard IrI , in Studies in English
Literature,]1(1971),p.:75.Anne'ssurrenderisatleastinpart
conditionedbyhersocialro]-eanditstimitations;womenare
traditionally spectators rather than performers. As the participation
of the other femal-e characters will demonstrate, their observation can
lead to more profouncl perceptions about the other characters and the
course of events in their world, but Anne's rack of skifl in "acting"
rt'
makes her susceptible to Richardts power and unable to counter

' o. n. Rossiter, P.
Io Bilton. p. 34.
fl Ronafd

13.

Berman' "Anarchy and order in Richard IfI

in Shakespeare Survey, 6 (1953), P-

and King John",

58-

P- 52- Buckinghamrs attack on conventional morality
of
and its institutions, represented by the Cardinal and his support
12 ,¡ia"r

L3l
accepts
"the holy privilege / Of blessed sanctuary" (fff.i"4I-2),
change, which has ushered in "the g:rossness of this age" (III'i'46),

as

a fact of existence which one can manipulate to serve one's purposes'
The attitude to\Àrards what Daniel cafls "th'onrunning state of things /
(Gathering corruption as it gathers days)" (Samuel Daníe], Musophilus'

in The Renaissance ín England: Non-dra¡natic Prose and Verse of the
sixteenth century, edited by Hyder E. Rolfins and Herschef Baker
lMassachusetts: D. C. Heath and Company, L954], 11. 565-6), should

sufficient to arouse the suspicions of any Elizabethan audience,
Berman

be

and

points out that in c]aiming "the relevance of the present

necessity" (p. 55) Buckingham exempl-ifies the Machiavellian aspects of
Richardts philosoPhY.
13 ,bid., p.
1L
t*

"Irlomen

51 .

Dusinberre conunents of the Duchess and Queen El-izabeth that
use words to create the il-lusion of action"

(p. 279). Margaret

has been a\úare of this potential for dramatic effect since her fist
appearance, and her skilt

in presenting the illusion is such Lhat,

unlike Anne, she can be considered a rival performer to Richard'
Dusinberre, however, SeeS the effect of the women's impotence

aS

directing their attacks against each other; while it is true that they
operate with quite different fevels of awareness at the beginning of
Richard III,

and are thu.s at cross purposes, thei.r drawing together as

all gain a new consciousness of their impotence seems a clear pattern
in the PlaY.
The dynamic established by Richard's disdain for the play's

female characLers and the violence of their speeches to and concerning

138

him is reminiscent of the sentiments expressed in Janê Anger her
Protectj-on for

üJomenf

ìnclrrâad in Rv â
¿!'

ef

tr{oman

i,n/ritt, edited by

Joan

Goul-ianos (Baftimore, Maryland: Penguin Books Inc., L973, rep. L974)

there ever any so a-bused, so slandered,
so railed upon, or so wickedly handled
undeservedly as are v/e women? !üí11 the gods
I¡7as

no.*i
}JCTIITJL

+ fLt
i+

{-}ra
nnÄÄaqqaq
LIIç
YvuueJJeJ

qtat¡

Jus_¿

l-hoi r rrn¡lnì nos

for such evil practices? Oh Paul's steeple
and Charing crossl A hafter hol-d alf such
persons I Let the streams of the channels
in London streets run so swiftly as they may
be abl-e to carry them from that sanctuaryl
Let the stones be as ice, the sol-es of their
shoes as glass, the ways steep like Etna, and
every bl-ast a whirlwind puffed out of Boreas
his long throat, that these may hasten their
passage to the Devil's havenl

(p.

24)
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